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Executive Summary 
 

This report assesses the performance of seven regional technical assistance (TA) 
grants executed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for the Asian Bond Market 
Initiative (ABMI), funded primarily by the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Japan, and 
the Republic of Korea. The ABMI was launched in December 2002 by finance ministers 
from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the PRC, Japan, and the 
Republic of Korea—collectively referred to as the “ASEAN+3” countries. The TA grants 
were designed to promote financial cooperation and to develop efficient and liquid 
bond markets in the region. ADB has been an active supporter of ABMI since its 
inception and currently acts as its secretariat. The seven TA grants supported ABMI 
during its early operations (2003–2008) and were supervised and executed by the 
Office for Regional Economic Integration (OREI). The choice of TA grants for this 
evaluation was limited to TA projects designed to promote cross-border bond issuance 
and trading, and for which completion reports were available.  
 

The TA grants considered for this evaluation shared a common goal: 
developing effective and efficient regional bond markets in ASEAN+3 countries. The TA 
grants were designed and developed by ABMI in response to requests from the 
ASEAN+3 countries, and covered four areas: (i) development of a regional guarantee 
and investment mechanism, (ii) establishment of a regional clearing and settlement 
mechanism, (iii) development of multicurrency and regional basket currency bonds, and 
(iv) harmonization of bond standards and practices in the region. These areas were 
viewed as essential building blocks for the development of regional bond markets, 
which was a response to the 1997–1998 Asian financial crisis. The development of 
bond markets was expected to reduce the vulnerability of the financial system to 
economic shocks by reducing the system’s dependence on banks.  
 

The objective of this evaluation is to assess the performance of the seven 
regional TA grants that were implemented to promote the development of local 
currency bond markets and facilitate regional bond market integration. These TA grants 
were evaluated as a cluster, and lessons from implementation can be useful in future 
ADB operations in the ASEAN+3 countries, as well as in other subregions of developing 
Asia. The evaluation results will feed into the thematic evaluation study on ADB’s 
efforts to promote regional cooperation and integration. 

 
 The evaluation was based on a review of existing literature, including TA 
documents and back-to-office reports of TA review missions, and interviews with 
government officials and other stakeholders and ADB management and staff. The 
evaluation verified the outputs of each of the TA grants and reviewed progress towards 
achieving the intended outcomes and impacts. The performance of the TA grants was 
assessed using the following criteria as defined in ADB’s evaluation guidelines:  
(i) relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability, institutional development, and 
other socioeconomic impacts of the TA grants; and (ii) the performance of ADB and the 
executing agencies. Key issues and lessons to guide future ADB operations are 
identified.  
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Performance Assessment 
 

Overall assessment. The seven TA projects focused on four areas, and taken as a 
whole they were rated successful. The TA grants addressed critical issues related to 
regional bond market development and supported decision making by the working 
groups of ABMI. The two initial TA grants were designed to develop a regional 
guarantee and investment mechanism, and led to the eventual establishment of the 
Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF) by the ASEAN+3 countries in 2010. In 
the second focus area, the two TA grants that reviewed mechanisms for bond clearance 
and settlement and establishment of a regional settlement intermediary enabled the 
ASEAN Capital Market Forum (ACMF) to decide on the preferred settlement linkage 
model. The ACMF was established in 2004 with a membership composed of capital 
market regulators from the ASEAN countries; it deals with strategic issues relating to 
greater integration of the region’s capital markets. The two TA reports in the third 
focus area reviewed the pros and cons of multicurrency and regional currency basket 
bonds and identified impediments to their issuance in ASEAN+3 currencies. The final 
TA addressed the harmonization of bond standards, and was instrumental in the 
establishment in 2010 of the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF), which advanced 
the harmonization process. The ABMF is composed of bond market experts from the 
region and serves as a platform for standardization of market practices and 
harmonization of regulations relating to cross-border bond transactions in the region. 
 

Relevance. Overall, the TA projects taken as a cluster were rated highly relevant 
at entry and completion. The TA projects were all requested by the ABMI working 
groups, and bond market development continues to be a priority for the region. The 
relevance and quality of the TA grants was heavily influenced by the participation of 
the working groups at all stages of the TA, and by ADB’s active role in working group 
deliberations and in providing quality assurance. The design of the TA projects was 
sufficiently flexible to incorporate feedback from the various working groups. The TA 
grants for the credit guarantee and investment mechanism (CGIM) responded to issues 
critical to the decision-making process of the Working Group on CGIM. The design of 
the TA on regional clearing and settlement allowed market participants and 
stakeholders to provide systematic feedback on its design. The TA on harmonization 
was highly relevant, because standardization of market practices and regulations was a 
critical pillar of the strategy to develop regional bond markets.  
 

Effectiveness. The TA projects as a cluster were rated effective. There were 
several valuable TA outputs, especially in the context of the initial period of ABMI 
activities. The TA grants on regional credit guarantee and investment mechanisms 
supported decision making and consensus building leading to the establishment of the 
CGIF. The TA projects on regional clearing and settlement linkages identified the 
options for establishing a regional settlement intermediary (RSI) and the formation of 
the Group of Experts, which became responsible for providing inputs on key issues 
related to an RSI. The Group of Experts produced a report that identified various 
options for an RSI, identified barriers to cross-border transactions and settlement, and 
analyzed cross-border transaction costs in ASEAN+3. A review of various mechanisms 
for the clearance and settlement of bonds and models for creating an RSI was valuable 
to ACMF in determining its choice of a settlement linkage model. The TA reports that 
reviewed the pros and cons of multicurrency and regional currency basket bonds 
identified impediments to the issuance of these types of bonds, but bonds were not 
issued because the market was not ready. The regional basket currency bond was at 
best a long-term proposition due to the complexity of the instrument, and its success is 
linked to the emergence of an Asian currency unit. The TA on harmonization of bond 
standards and market practices helped institutionalize the participation of market 
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participants through the establishment of the ABMF. The outputs produced by ABMF 
(such as the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Guide and the Multi-Currency Bond Issuance 
Framework) were important building blocks for harmonization of standards.  
   

Efficiency. The TA cluster was rated efficient in achieving outputs and 
outcomes. While the actual costs of the TA projects on credit guarantee mechanisms 
were double the original budget and completion dates had to be extended, these 
changes resulted from the flexible design of the TA projects, which enabled greater 
participation of working groups in the development of the final outputs. The TA grants 
on promoting regional settlement linkages and minimizing foreign exchange risk were 
both delivered and on time and within budget. The TA projects on multicurrency and 
regional basket currency bonds were efficient in producing the reports, but the 
expected outcomes were not realized. The TA on harmonization of bond standards and 
practices was completed within budget despite expansion of its scope. Completion of 
this TA was delayed by additional activities that led to the establishment of the ABMF.  
 

Sustainability. Overall, the TA outcomes were rated likely sustainable. CGIF’s 
operational results to date, its robust governance structure, and the high level of 
support provided by ADB makes it likely the outcomes will be sustained. The TA reports 
on regional settlement linkages and minimizing foreign exchange settlement risk 
contributed to the ASEAN blueprint for implementation of the regional clearing and 
settlement model. The outcome from the TA on standards harmonization is likely 
sustainable given that ABMF has progressed with the harmonization process, with 
continuing ADB support. 
 

Issues, Lessons, and Recommendations 
 

Issues. Several issues must be addressed to further enhance achievement of the 
development outcomes. First, coordination could be improved between the ADB team 
in the Sustainable Development and Climate Change department that provides support 
to ABMI, and the Southeast Asia Department, which supports ACMF. Second, support 
for bond market development at the country level could be enhanced, especially for 
countries with weak market development. Third, CGIF could better articulate the 
development impact of its guarantees, and explore opportunities to provide support in 
areas such as the development of small and medium-sized enterprises.  
 

Lessons. The following three lessons emerged from the evaluation of the TA 
projects. First, design flexibility was appropriate, given the need to support uncertain 
decision making arising from the required consensus-building processes. The more 
successful TA projects shared the following three characteristics: (i) flexibility of design 
to enable incorporation of feedback from working groups, (ii) incorporation of views 
from market participants, and (iii) the ability to build on previous work. Second, 
institutionalizing the participation of market participants and experts improved 
effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability of TA outcomes. Third, greater use of pilot 
projects would have helped test the TA recommendations and demonstrate their 
feasibility. 
 

Recommendations. The effectiveness of bond market development can be 
enhanced by implementing the following actions relating to the TA projects. First, ADB, 
as the secretariat to ABMI, should develop a results framework and monitoring and 
evaluation system for the regional market initiative. Second, the Southeast Asia 
Department and the Private Sector Operations Department could consider establishing 
a mechanism to provide systematic support for bond market development at the 
country level, in coordination with other activities supporting ABMI.





 

 

CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 
1. Following the 1997/1998 Asian financial crisis, policy makers in Asia and the 
Pacific viewed the development of bond markets as a means to address the root causes 
of the crisis. The crisis stemmed in part from currency and maturity mismatches 
resulting from long-term investments in local currencies that were being financed with 
short-term foreign-currency debt. Well-developed bond markets would help reduce the 
dependence on banks as funding sources, thereby mitigating currency mismatches and 
lengthening the duration of debt. Liquid and efficient bond markets would also provide 
a channel for Asian savings to be invested directly in the region instead of being 
returned to the region through banks in the United States (US) and Europe in the form 
of short-term foreign currency funds. Individual economies began initiatives to develop 
domestic bond markets, resulting in policy, regulatory, and market infrastructure 
reforms. Based on this experience, it was apparent that the integration of individual 
markets into a regional entity would enhance the depth and efficiency of bond markets 
and help Asian countries withstand capital flow reversals.  
 
2. In December 2002, finance ministers from the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN), the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Japan, and the Republic of 
Korea—collectively referred to as the “ASEAN+3” countries—launched the Asian Bond 
Market Initiative (ABMI) to promote the development of domestic and regional bond 
markets. 1  ABMI deals with the four building blocks for bond market development: 
demand, supply, regulation, and market infrastructure. The Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) has been an active participant in and supporter of ABMI since its inception. It 
serves as the secretariat and provides support to ABMI through technical assistance 
(TA) and research. The focal point of ADB support to ABMI has been the Office of 
Regional Economic Integration (OREI). 2  The cluster of TA projects considered for this 
evaluation was delivered by ADB to support ABMI during the initial stages of its work 
and organization. 
   

A.  Evaluation Purpose and Process 
 
3. The objective of this technical assistance performance evaluation report (TPER) 
is to assess the performance of seven regional TA grants executed by ADB for ABMI that 
were funded mainly by the PRC, Japan, and Korea (Table 1). 3 The choice of TA grants 
for this evaluation was limited to those that were designed to promote cross-border 
bond issuance and trading, and for which completion reports were available. TA grants 

                                                        
1  The Associate of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) member states are Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, 

Indonesia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and 
Viet Nam. The Plus 3 countries are the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and Republic of Korea. 

2  OREI traces its roots to the Regional Economic Monitoring Unit (REMU), which was established in the 
aftermath of the 1997/1998 Asian financial crisis. The unit was upgraded and renamed OREI in April 2005 
as ADB expanded its role in promoting regional cooperation and integration throughout Asia and the 
Pacific. In January 2015, OREI's finance team moved to the Sustainable Development and Climate Change 
(SDCC) department to form the secretariat of the Finance Sector Group.  

3  Independent Evaluation Department (IED). 2014. Evaluation Approach Paper: Technical Performance 
Evaluation Report of ADB Technical Assistance Grants for the Development of Bond Markets in the 
ASEAN+3 Countries. Manila: ADB. 
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approved since 2003 were considered because the evaluation was planned to feed into 
the thematic evaluation study on regional cooperation and integration, which covered 
the period from 2003. Lessons drawn from implementation of these TA projects can be 
used in future ADB operations, in ASEAN+3 countries and across Asia. The evaluation 
findings will feed into the thematic evaluation study on ADB’s efforts to promote 
regional cooperation and integration. 4 
 
4. Several other ADB TA projects that supported ABMI during this period are not 
considered in this TPER. 5 There have also been subsequent TA projects to support ABMI 
and ASEAN capital markets.6 

 
5. The following methodology was used in preparing this evaluation: (i) review of 
technical assistance completion reports (TCRs) prepared by the operational department 
providing a self-assessment of the TA projects; (ii) review of existing literature and other 
information, including TA documents and back-to-office reports of TA review missions; 
and (iii) interviews with government officials, other stakeholders, and ADB 
management and staff. The evaluation team visited the ASEAN Secretariat in Jakarta on 
9–10 December 2014, and several stakeholders were interviewed during this mission. 
The evaluation team met with relevant ADB managers and staff, but a limitation of the 
study was the inability to interview staff and managers responsible for all but one of 
the TA projects, 7 as they are no longer employed by ADB. In addition, the output report 
for the initial ASEAN+3 Regional Guarantee Mechanism study could not be located. 
The evaluation verified the outputs of the TA projects and reviewed progress made 
towards achieving the intended outcomes and impacts. The performance of the TA 
grants was assessed using the following criteria, as defined in ADB’s evaluation 
guidelines: (i) relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability, and institutional 
development and other socioeconomic impacts; and (ii) the performance of ADB and 
the executing agencies. Key issues and lessons to guide future ADB operations are 
identified. 8  
 
6. The TA cluster summary information and ratings from the individual TCRs are 
provided in Appendix 1, Table A1.1. 
 

                                                        
4  IED. 2014. Evaluation Approach Paper: Thematic Evaluation Study on ADB’s Regional Cooperation and 

Integration. Manila: ADB. 
5  ADB. 2003. Technical Assistance for the Asian Bonds Online Website. Manila; ADB. 2008. Technical 

Assistance for Asian Bonds Online Project Phase II. Manila; ADB. 2007. Technical Assistance Report for 
Enhancing the Capacity of Selected ASEAN+3 Countries for Assessing Financial Vulnerabilities. Manila; 
ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance for Capacity Building for Bond Market Development in ASEAN+3. Manila; 
ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance for Bond Financing for Infrastructure Projects in ASEAN+3 Region. Manila; 
ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance for Developing Securitization Markets in ASEAN+3 Region. Manila; ADB. 
2008. Technical Assistance for Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3. Manila. 

6  ADB. 2010. Technical Assistance for Improving Liquidity of Bond Markets in ASEAN+3. Manila; ADB. 2010. 
Technical Assistance for Promoting and Interlinked ASEAN Capital Market. Manila; ADB. 2010. Technical 
Assistance for Broadening Investor Base for Local Currency Bonds. Manila; ADB. 2011. Technical Assistance 
for  Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum: Promotion of Capital Market Instruments for Infrastructure 
in the ASEAN. Manila; ADB. 2012. Technical Assistance for Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum: 
Harmonization of Bond Standards and Practices Phase 2. Manila; ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance for 
Regional Standardization of Bond Market Issuance Framework and Transaction Flows. Manila; ADB. 2014. 
Technical Assistance for Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum: Regional Standardization of Bond 
Issuance Framework and Transaction Flows. Manila.  

7  Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3 is the only TA for which the relevant staff and managers 
remain at ADB. 

8  ADB. 2006. Guidelines for Preparing Performance Evaluation Reports for Public Sector Operations. Manila. 
ADB (amended 27 March 2013). 



 

 

CHAPTER 2 

Design and Implementation 

 
A. Rationale 
 
7. The TA projects considered for this evaluation supported ABMI during the initial 
stages of its work and organization, with a common objective of expanding and 
deepening bond markets in the region.9 
 
8. The TA grants (Table 1) were designed and developed in response to requests 
by ABMI, and addressed four issues considered essential to development of a regional 
bond market: (i) development of a regional guarantee and investment mechanism, (ii) 
establishment of a regional clearing and settlement mechanism, (iii) development of a 
multicurrency and regional basket currency bond, and (iv) harmonization of bond 
standards and practices in the region.  
 

Table 1: Technical Assistance Projects Covered by the Evaluation 

TA Project 
Approval 

Date Funded by Purpose 
A. Regional Guarantee Mechanism 

1. TA 6127 ASEAN+3 
Regional Guarantee 
Mechanism 

 

27 Oct 03 TA Special 
Fund, PRC, 
Korea 
Securities 
Depository 

Review existing guarantee 
mechanisms and identify best 
practice model 

2. TA 6373 ASEAN+3 
Regional Guarantee and 
Investment Mechanism 
Phase 2 

18 Dec 06 TASF-Others 
and PRC-
PRF 

Review feasibility of guarantee 
mechanism options identified in TA 
6127  

B. Regional Clearing and Settlement Mechanism 

1. TA 6161 ASEAN+3 
Regional Settlement 
Linkage 

19 Dec 03 Japan 
Special 
Fund 

Assess options for linking national 
settlement systems in the region to 
support cross-border bond markets 

2. TA 6338 Minimizing Foreign 
Exchange Settlement Risk in 
ASEAN+3 Region 

25 Aug 06 Japan 
Special 
Fund 

Assess foreign exchange settlement 
risk in cross-border transactions 
and explore options for regional 
settlement intermediary 

C. Regional Multicurrency Bond 
1. TA 6244 ASEAN+3 

Regional Multicurrency 
Bond 

3 Jun 05 Japan 
Special 
Fund 

Examine potential for 
multicurrency bonds, including 
possible bond structures and 
enabling policy environment 

2. TA 6341 ASEAN+3 
Regional Basket Currency 
Bonds (RBCB) 

30 Aug 06 Japan 
Special 
Fund 

Examine experience with ECU 
denominated basket currency 
bonds and identify conditions 
necessary for the establishment of 
an RBCB market in Asia. 

                                                        
9  Appendix 2 provides background information on the bond market development, including policy and 

regulatory developments in the ASEAN+3 economies. 
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D. Harmonization of Bond Standards 

1. TA 6514 Harmonization of 
Bond Standards in 
ASEAN+3 

16 Dec 08 Korea e-
Asia and 
Knowledge 
Partnership 
Fund 

Assess and recommend ways to 
harmonize standards to promote 
cross-border issuance; recommend 
ways to establish or strengthen 
self-regulatory organizations 

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the 
Republic of Korea; ECU = European currency unit; RBCB = regional basket currency bond; TA = technical 
assistance. 
Source: Asian Development Bank Independent Evaluation Department. 

 
9. Two TA projects were intended to develop the regional credit guarantee 
mechanism. This choice was influenced by the experience of Korea, where impressive 
growth in the bond market was attributed largely to the use of guarantees and 
securitization. The guarantee mechanism was viewed as an intermediate measure to 
bridge the risk perception gap, which could be used until investors became accustomed 
to bond structures and credit risk. ABMI’s Credit Guarantee and Investment Mechanism 
working group, 10 which was mandated to identify a best-practice model that would 
support both domestic and cross-border bond markets, requested that ADB implement 
the two TA projects on the development of a regional credit guarantee and investment 
mechanism. 
 
10. The second group of TA projects addressed the creation of bond clearing 
mechanisms and was implemented in response to the absence of a cohesive linkage 
between local bond markets, which was viewed as a major factor adversely affecting 
cross-border bond investments. The recycling of savings into investments in the region 
was severely hampered by the lack of a secure, timely, and cost-effective clearing and 
settlement mechanism. There was also a need to minimize foreign exchange settlement 
risk for cross-border transactions to create an efficient bond market and enhance 
financial stability in the region.  
 
11. The third pair of TA projects reviewed multicurrency bonds. This focus was 
motivated by possible benefits to the development of domestic and regional bond 
markets through the creation of a new asset class that would widen the investor 
base. 11  Multicurrency bonds typically consist of currencies of both the issuer and 
investors, as in the case of dual currency bonds, and in general can include the currency 
of several other regional trading partners. 12 Multicurrency bonds can be used as a 
hedge for investors in markets that lack long-term hedging instruments, and can 
potentially improve the liquidity of intra-regional currency markets. For example, 
reverse dual currency bonds were a crucial element in development of the foreign 
currency–denominated bond market in Japan.  
 

                                                        
10 Appendix 3 provides greater details on the organizational framework of the ABMI. 
11 ADB. 2005. Technical Assistance for ASEAN+3 Regional Multicurrency Bond Study.  December. Manila. 
12 A dual currency bond is issued in the currency of the target investor, but with a conversion to a second 

currency at redemption. For example, in the Japanese market, these were issued as yen-denominated notes 
whose principal usually converted to US dollar at maturity. The investor thus bears the foreign exchange 
risk. A reverse dual currency bond is also issued in the currency of the targeted investor (yen, for example) 
and remains in the same currency at maturity, but with a coupon in a second currency (US dollars, for 
example). The TA report discussed several types of multicurrency bonds, including the basket currency 
bond, in which the bond’s principal and interest represent a weighted average of several currencies. For 
example, the Philippine Multicurrency Retail Treasury Bond issued in 2010 was denominated in US dollars 
and euros, with overseas Filipinos as one target market.  
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12. Given the various impediments to multicurrency issuance, 13  the initial TA 
focusing on development of regional multicurrency bonds was designed to examine 
various issues and recommend possible structures for multicurrency bonds, and the 
policy environment needed for their development. 14 The TA on regional basket currency 
bonds (RBCBs) was motivated by the currency uncertainty at that time, and the need to 
reduce currency risk for investors and strengthen exchange rate coordination in the 
region. 15 It was influenced by the experience with the European currency unit–
denominated basket bonds, which contributed to the development of an integrated 
bond market. In addition, several advocates linked RBCB with the management of 
currencies against a common basket. 16    
 
13. A single TA focused on harmonization of standards and practices, which was 
necessary to create a deeper, more liquid, and efficient regional bond market. This 
support was based on a review of the policies, regulatory practices, and standards for 
bond issuance in the individual countries of the ASEAN+3.  
 

B. Formulation 
 
14. All the TA projects covered by this TPER were requested by a series of ABMI 
working groups, or the task forces that took over the TA topics, and the ASEAN+3 
countries were active in formulating the TA project design. Typically, the proposed TA 
projects were discussed by members of the working group, which then recommended 
the areas of focus to ADB. In all but one case, previous work was taken into account 
when identifying the scope of the TA projects. The first TA on establishing a regional 
credit mechanism was the only support provided without preliminary work, and this 
lack of preparation contributed to major changes in design during implementation. In 
the case of the TA grants on regional clearing and settlement, the working group 
requested that the TA focus on developing options that had already been 
recommended. For the TA grants on multicurrency instruments, the working group on 
new securitized debt instruments had done preliminary work on the benefits of this 
new instrument before requesting that ADB undertake a study on the feasibility of 
issuing Asian multicurrency bonds. For the TA on harmonization, the working group on 
foreign exchange transactions and settlement issues commissioned ADB to prepare an 
issues note on the experience of the European Union in developing the European bond 
market, which could be used as an input to the design of the harmonization TA.  
 
15. For the three focus areas with two TA projects, in each case the second TA 
project was requested by the working groups to address issues or recommendations 
that arose from the preceding TA project. The Regional Guarantee and Investment 
Mechanism Phase 2 reviewed the feasibility of three out of five options on establishing 
a credit guarantee mechanism identified in the Regional Guarantee and Mechanism TA. 
The Minimizing Foreign Exchange Settlement Risk in the ASEAN+3 Region TA focused 
on one of the regional clearing and settlement risks (i.e., foreign exchange risk) 
identified in the Regional Settlement Linkage TA. The Asean+3 Regional Basket 
Currency Bond TA studied the feasibility and benefits of an RBCB, which was an 

                                                        
13 The impediments include clearing and settlement of multiple currencies, combining credit and exchange 

risks, and foreign exchange policies, which restrict foreign exchange convertibility and outflows. 
14 The phrase “multicurrency bonds” as used in this TA refers to bonds containing two or more Asian 

currencies in a single issued instrument. Other references to multicurrency bond, as in the ASEAN+3 
multicurrency bond issuance framework, apply to cross-border bonds in the local currency of the country 
(or countries) where the bond is issued. 

15 In an RBCB, the principal and coupon of the bond represent the weighted average of several currencies in 
the region. ADB. 2006. Technical Assistance for ASEAN+3 Regional Basket Currency Bonds. Manila. 

16 T. Itoh. 2003. Promoting Asian Basket Currency Bonds. Tokyo: University of Tokyo. 
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element of the road map (but not a priority) proposed by the ASEAN+3 Regional 
Multicurrency Bond TA. In the case of the Harmonization of Bond Standards in 
ASEAN+3, a subsequent TA project was conducted but is not covered by this 
evaluation.17 All member countries of ASEAN+3 were active in the determination of the 
scope of the follow-up TA projects. 
 
16. ASEAN+3 member countries provided inputs to the interim findings of the TA 
projects, which in several cases resulted in changes in the TA scope or design. The 
active role of working groups in the TA projects as they were implemented required a 
flexible design, especially where the TA projects supported decision making or 
consensus building, as in the case of the TA projects on the regional credit guarantee 
mechanism. While this level of participation provided important benefits, the active role 
of working groups created risks. For example, in the case of the ASEAN+3 Regional 
Settlement Linkage TA, the lack of consensus resulted in a report that did not provide 
specific recommendations, as envisioned in the design. To take into account the 
political context, several initial TA projects took the approach of proposing options 
based on an analysis of their strengths and weaknesses, rather than recommending the 
best option. Subsequent TA projects strengthened ABMI ownership through the 
establishment of a Group of Experts and the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF). 
The Group of Experts was established by ABMI in 2008 under its Taskforce 4 on 
Improving Related Infrastructure for the Bond Markets. It is an independent group of 
financial market participants drawn from the public and private sectors and its main 
role is to provide recommendations to improve cross-border bond settlements in 
ASEAN+3. The ABMF was established in 2010 under the ABMI’s Taskforce 3 on 
Improving the Regulatory Framework. It is composed of experts actively involved in the 
operation of the region’s bond markets and it is meant to enhance dialogue between 
the private sector and ASEAN+3 officials. The ABMF serves as common platform to 
foster standardization of market practices and harmonization of regulations relating to 
cross-border transactions in the region.  
 
17. The design of the Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3 TA was based 
on the European Union’s extensive experience in addressing impediments to the 
creation of a single financial market. 18 The lessons from this experience were viewed as 
valuable inputs to help develop a framework for an Asian regional bond market. The TA 
focused on developing a secondary market for government bonds and a professional 
private placement market for corporate bonds. It included a component on self-
regulatory organizations, which were viewed as having an important role in setting 
corporate bond standards in many countries, especially in the context of professional 
private placement markets. 
 

C. Outcomes 
 
18. While the expected end result of all the TA projects was a larger and deeper 
bond market in the region, there were different formulations of outcomes (Appendix 1, 
Table A1.2 contains the TA project stated objectives, and expected outputs, outcomes 
and impacts). Four TA projects defined outcomes in terms of increases in cross-border 
issuance and trading, while two stated outcomes in terms of intermediate results—
implementation of the regional settlement linkage recommendation, harmonized 
standards, and strengthened institutions. With the exception of the projects on the 

                                                        
17 ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance for Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum: Regional Standardization 

of Bond Issuance Framework and Transaction Flows. Manila. 
18 ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance for Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3. Manila. 
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regional credit guarantee and investment mechanism, 19  the TA projects generally 
focused on developing linkages between or integrating individual markets, rather than 
developing individual markets. 20   
 

D. Outputs 
 
19. The TA project outputs as identified by the TA completion reports are detailed 
in Appendix 4. In broad terms the TA outputs can be categorized in accordance with 
the four issues the TA projects were designed to address: (i) regional guarantee 
mechanism, (ii) regional clearing and settlement mechanism, (iii) regional multicurrency 
bond, and (iv) harmonization of bond standards. 
 
20. The two TA grants designed to establish a guarantee mechanism to accelerate 
the development of efficient and effective domestic and regional bond markets in 
ASEAN+3 countries had as their objective assessing the feasibility of different 
organizational options for establishing a credit guarantee and investment mechanism 
(CGIM) and identifying the best option. The two TA grants that focused on establishing 
cross-border clearing and settlement systems that would minimize foreign exchange 
settlement risk for cross-border bond transactions were launched almost 
simultaneously with the grants that focused on the guarantee mechanism. The two TA 
grants addressing the multicurrency bond assessed the feasibility and acceptability of 
multicurrency bonds denominated in ASEAN+3 currencies. The single TA on RBCBs was 
initiated in 2008, and designed to provide policy recommendations to facilitate 
development of an ASEAN+3 RBCB market. It provided recommendations to harmonize 
regulatory standards in individual ASEAN+3 countries to increase the volume of cross-
border bond issuance and investment in Asian currency bond markets.  
 

E. Cost, Financing, and Executing Arrangements 
 
21. The cost of the TA grants in this cluster was $4.7 million, which was funded 
entirely from grant facilities (Appendix 1, Table A1.3). About 40% of the cost was 
funded by the Japan Special Fund, and about 30% by the Technical Assistance Special 
Fund managed by ADB. TA facilities from the Republic of Korea and People’s Republic 
of China accounted for about 20% of the funding. Overall, the funding utilization rate 
was 97% for the cluster, ranging from 94% for the Harmonization of Bond Standards in 
ASEAN+3 to 99% for the Regional Credit Guarantee Mechanism. ADB was the 
executing agency and coordinated with the heads of the working groups that 
requested the TA projects; all the TA projects were managed by OREI, which took over 
some of TA projects that were initiated prior to its establishment. 
 
22. The reported costs of the delivered or completed TA projects understated the 
actual costs, given the ADB staff time spent on various aspects of the TA. As secretariat 
to ABMI and a member of the various working groups or task forces, ADB supported 
the TA projects through dialogue with various ABMI members and dissemination of 
findings through the management of seminars and presentations. In addition, many of 
the TA products were published by ADB, with ADB staff as lead authors.         
 

                                                        
19 The TA grants on the regional credit and investment guarantee mechanism cover both domestic (e.g., 

increasing duration of domestic issuance) and cross-border (e.g., increasing foreign issuance in domestic 
markets) aspects of the bond market. 

20 The argument is that the work at the regional level applies peer pressure at the country level to improve 
specific aspects of the domestic bond markets, hence, the TA grants indirectly support or influence 
development of domestic bond markets. 
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F. Consultants and Scheduling 
 
23. The cluster TA projects primarily recruited international consultants and 
specialists, with procurement of services following ADB procedures. Based on the TCRs, 
the performance of the consultants was generally satisfactory and they delivered 
outputs of an acceptable quality. In addition to technical skills, consultants needed to 
(i) deal with changes in the scope of work, as in the case of the two regional credit 
guarantee mechanism TA grants; (ii) navigate political issues, as in the case of the 
multicurrency instrument TA grants; and (iii) have a good understanding of the markets 
in the region. 21 Based on the information presented in the TCRs, in most cases the 
consultants’ skills were appropriate for the TA projects. 
 
24. The TA cluster was initiated in 2003 and closed in 2012. There was an average 
delay of 34 months in completion of TA projects (Appendix 1, Table A1.4). The 
maximum delay (65 months) occurred in the completion of the Regional Guarantee 
Mechanism TA. Many of the delays resulted from the active participation of working 
groups in the TA process. Slow progress on institution building efforts and lack of 
consensus among members also contributed. 
 

                                                        
21  Some TA projects complemented global experts with local consultants with deeper knowledge of specific 

markets. 



  

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

Performance Assessment 
 
A. Overall Assessment 
 
25. The overall performance rating of the TA cluster was successful. This result is 
based on the ratings of individual TA projects for relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, 
and sustainability, which were equally weighted in accordance with the Independent 
Evaluation Department guidelines. 
 

Table 2: Aggregate Performance Ratings of Technical Assistance Projects  
Criteria Weight Rating Average Scorea 

Relevanceb 25% Highly relevant 2.7 
Effectivenessc 25% Effective 2.0 
Efficiencyd 25% Efficient 2.1 
Sustainabilitye 25% Likely 1.7 
Overallf 100% Successful 2.1 

a Scores are aggregate of the evaluation ratings and scores of individual projects (Appendix 4, Table 
A4.3). 

b Relevance: highly relevant (3); relevant (2); less than relevant (1); irrelevant (0). 
c Effectiveness: highly effective (3); effective (2); less than effective (1); ineffective (0). 
d Efficiency: highly efficient (3); efficient (2); less than efficient (1); and inefficient (0). 
e Sustainability: most likely (3); likely (2); less than likely (1); unlikely (0). 
f Overall Rating: highly successful (≥ 2.7); successful (≥ 1.6 and < 2.7); less than successful (≥ 0.8 and 

< 1.6); unsuccessful (< 0.8). 
Source: Asian Development Bank. Independent Evaluation Department. 

 

B. Relevance 
 
26. Overall, taken as a single cluster, the TA projects were rated highly relevant 
(individual TA ratings are in Appendix 4). Bond market development continues to be a 
priority for the region and the TA projects were all requested by the ABMI working 
groups and task forces. The relevance and quality of the TA projects was heavily 
influenced by the participation of the working groups at all stages of the TA, and ADB’s 
active role in working group deliberations, and in ensuring quality assurance.  
 
27. Both TA projects on the regional credit guarantee mechanism were designed to 
help the working group members achieve consensus by incorporating flexibility in the 
design to respond to emerging requests for analysis and information (e.g., implications 
of varying levels of capital in a guarantee facility). ABMI viewed the bond guarantees as 
building blocks in the development of bond markets by mitigating information 
asymmetries between market participants, especially in the context of cross-border 
issuance. The initial TA provided the working group with an assessment of existing 
mechanisms and the identification of a “best practice model.” The follow-up TA helped 
the ASEAN+3 member countries decide on an option to establish a new credit 
guarantee and investment mechanism, and develop a preliminary business plan for the 
preferred option.     
 
28. For the TA projects addressing the regional clearing settlement mechanism, the 
initial TA on regional settlement linkages was highly relevant, although for political 
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reasons it could not make a recommendation on a preferred linkage option. The follow-
up TA on minimizing foreign exchange settlement risk successfully learned from the 
weaknesses of the first TA. The TA design enhanced the final product, which provided 
concrete recommendations that resulted in formation of the Group of Experts, which 
institutionalized participation by private and public sector participants and 
stakeholders, and helped sustain efforts to provide the working group with input to 
evaluate options. 
 
29. For initial TA project on regional multicurrency bonds built on preliminary 
efforts by the working group, which saw the potential to develop a multicurrency bond 
instrument. The TA featured extensive consultations with market participants and used 
a pilot or case study. It had limited relevance for the follow-up RBCB TA, given that the 
initial TA on multicurrency bonds noted several impediments to multicurrency issuance, 
which cast doubt on the feasibility of a complex instrument such as the RBCB. Further, 
the success of an RBCB instrument was linked to the emergence of an Asian currency 
unit, which was, and continues to be, a long-term proposition. In fact the initial TA 
recommended a road map with an initial focus on developing a dual currency 
instrument, and development of a basket currency bond left to a later phase.      
 
30. The harmonization initiative addressed by the Harmonization of Bond 
Standards TA was highly relevant to the strategic objective of developing a regional 
(cross-border) market. Harmonization of bond standards and practices was, and 
continues to be, a critical pillar of any strategy to develop regional bond markets. 
Harmonization would enable the development of a larger and more homogeneous 
market compared to small segmented markets. Bond market issuers and investors 
would benefit from expected lower transaction costs and from the expansion of 
investment opportunities. The harmonization framework that was envisaged in the TA 
design focused on two segments already active in domestic bond markets: (i) a 
secondary market for government bonds, and (ii) a primary corporate bond market that 
was limited to professionals (private placements). In retrospect, this focus should have 
been the primary direction of TA efforts from the outset.  
 

C. Effectiveness  
 
31. The TA projects as a group were rated effective in achieving their objectives and 
outcomes. They produced several valuable outputs, especially during the initial period 
of ABMI activities. The expected intermediate outcomes, such as strengthening of 
institutions, were achieved, but there was modest success in achieving final outcomes, 
such as expansion of local currency bond markets, and increases in cross-border 
issuance and trading of Asian currency denominated bonds. Outstanding local currency 
government bonds as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) in six ASEAN 
countries (ASEAN6) 22  increased from 32% in 2003 to 35% in 2013 (Figure 1). 23 

Corporate bonds increased from 12% to 15% during the same period. However, in 
absolute terms the total local currency bonds outstanding in ASEAN6 countries 
increased from $315 billion at the end of 2003 to $1,068 billion at the end of 2013.24 
For the nine economies—ASEAN6 plus the PRC; Hong Kong, China; and the Republic of 
Korea—local currency bonds outstanding increased from $1,349 billion at the end of 
2003 to $7,628 billion at the end of 2013, with the share of corporate bonds 
increasing from 34% to 40%. In some countries with more developed capital markets 

                                                        
22  Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam. 
23  Appendix 2 provides more details on Asian bond market performance since 2003. 
24 As tracked by asianbondsonline.adb.org. Appendix 2 provides more data on the performance of Asian 

bond markets since 2003. 
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the increase in local currency bonds as a percentage of GDP during 2003–2013 was 
substantial. For example, in Malaysia there was an increase was from 85% to 104%, 
and in Thailand from 39% to 76%. The increase in Viet Nam was remarkable, rising 
from 2% to 17%.  
 

 
 
32. Cross-border long-term debt securities held by ASEAN+3 investors in ASEAN6 
countries increased from $17.2 billion in 2003 to $60 billion in 2013. The share of 
ASEAN+3 in total foreign or cross-border holdings of ASEAN+3 long-term debt 
securities increased from 15% at the end of 2003 to 26% at the end of 2013, although 
more than 80% of the increase was in the PRC; Hong Kong, China; Korea; and 
Singapore. However, the holdings of ASEAN+3 countries as a share of total cross-
border long-term debt security holdings in ASEAN6 declined from 26.7% to 23% 
(Figure 2).  
 

 

 Figure 1: Government and Corporate Local Currency Bonds Outstanding  
at Year-End as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product 

 

ASEAN6 = Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. Independent Evaluation Department. 
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Figure 2: Share of ASEAN+3 Investors in Cross-Border Long Term Debt Securities  
by Destination  

 

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations Plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and 
Korea; ASEAN6 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam; PRC = People’s Republic of China. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. Independent Evaluation Department. 
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33. The outputs of the TA projects focusing on a regional guarantee mechanism 
were critical to the decision-making and consensus-building process that led to the 
establishment of the Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF) in 2010. The first 
TA identified the need for a new entity to provide guarantees to develop the bond 
market, while the second provided the institutional options for issuing the guarantees. 
The wide range of options considered through the TA projects enabled the working 
group to determine which option was technically and politically feasible.  
 
34. To date, CGIF has issued around six guarantees for local and regional bond 
issues. The other intended outcomes—increased use of bond financing by small and 
medium-sized enterprises, increase in market participants, and broadening of 
investment channels—have yet to be achieved, and will depend on the performance of 
CGIF, which faces the challenging task of impacting bond market development while 
ensuring its business viability.  
 
35. The TA projects focusing on regional clearing and settlement provided 
substantive outputs and established a systematic process to support the working group 
in its deliberations. The first (Regional Settlement Linkage) identified options for 
establishing a regional settlement intermediary (RSI), but failed to make a 
recommendation on a settlement linkage model as envisaged in the original design. 
Despite this shortfall, the report provided important findings and feedback from 
market participants, which indicated that settlement arrangements at that time were 
not a significant impediment to the development of regional bond markets. Market 
participants pointed to issues such as transparency and improved procedures for the 
issuance of government bonds.  
 
36. The second TA related to regional clearing and settlement (Minimizing Foreign 
Exchange Settlement Risk) led to the formation of the Group of Experts, which 
provided an effective decision-making process to (i) evaluate the feasibility, and prepare 
the business case for selected RSI options; and (ii) identify barriers to cross-border bond 
transactions and settlement in the region. The Group of Experts presented its report to 
the ABMI task force on improving related infrastructure for the bond market, and set 
forth various options for an RSI. In 2013, the ASEAN+3 finance ministers established 
the Cross-Border Settlement Infrastructure Forum to facilitate discussion of the cross-
border bond and cash settlement infrastructure in the region. The establishment of this 
forum was the result of discussion under TA for Minimizing Foreign Exchange 
Settlement Risk in ASEAN+3 Region: Support for Group of Experts (not considered in 
this evaluation). 25 In 2014, ASEAN made a decision on the preferred model to link 
clearing, settlement, and deposits. While the blueprint has not yet been implemented, 
the push for capital market integration makes the expected outcomes likely for ASEAN 
countries,26 although it is unclear when the PRC, Japan, and the Republic of Korea will 
be included. 
 
37. The Regional Multicurrency Bond TA identified existing impediments to 
issuance of a multicurrency instrument. Many were well known and had been identified 
in other studies reviewing issues such as the liberalization of local and foreign currency 

                                                        
25 ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance for Minimizing Foreign Exchange Settlement Risk in ASEAN+3 Region: 

Support for Group of Experts. Manila. 
26 ASEAN Capital Market Forum. 2008. Implementation Plan to Promote the Development of an Integrated 

Capital Market to Achieve the Objectives of the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015. Jakarta: 

ASEAN. The plan was prepared by a group of experts from ASEAN and endorsed by the ASEAN Finance 
Ministers during its April 2009 meeting. 
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movements to support the development of a cross-border bond market. 27  The TA 
provided a reasonable road map, which proposed initial implementation of dual 
currency bonds. However, this proposal was not accepted, and the follow-up TA 
focused on development of a more complex RBCB instrument. The initial TA could have 
proposed an approach similar to the one eventually made by ABMF in its report 
ASEAN+3 Multicurrency Bond Issuance Framework (AMBIF), which focused on 
identifying ways to enable a borrower in one country to issue local currency bonds in 
different ASEAN+3 markets. 28  The topics addressed by these TA projects were too 
advanced, given the institutional arrangements in place at that time. For example, the 
RBCB TA was linked to the discussions on the creation of Asian currency unit, which 
have long been closed. 
 
38. The multicurrency and regional basket currency bond TA projects had mixed 
results in achieving the intended outcomes. The pilot case under the Regional 
Multicurrency Bond TA did not materialize due to unfavorable market conditions and 
timing. 29  The expected outcome of the issuance of multicurrency bonds—such as dual 
currency bonds or ASEAN+3 basket currency bonds—has not occurred, and is not 
under active consideration. Instead, ABMI has focused on supporting cross-border 
issuance of conventional single currency bonds in the currency of the host countries 
using an expedited regulatory process and standardized disclosure documentation in 
the proposed AMBIF. 30 In regard to the RBCB TA, as an investment instrument the RBCB 
has not progressed beyond the conceptual and discussion stage, and most observers 
view the emergence of an Asian currency unit—an important success factor for a 
RBCB—to be a long-term proposition.  
 
39. The output of the Harmonization of Bond Standards TA was a clear strategy to 
develop an integrated market that consisted of two components: (i) a dual approach to 
harmonization: (a) gradual and bottom-up, and (b) holistic and top-down); and (ii) the 
establishment of the ABMF with both public and private participation to promote 
standardization of market practices and regulation. The ABMF, which was endorsed by 
the ASEAN+3 finance ministers in 2010, is an important institution to broaden 
participation in and ownership of standardization initiatives that provides a common 
platform to foster standardization of market practices and harmonization of 
regulations on cross-border transactions in the region.  
 
40. The ABMF was established under the ABMI’s Taskforce 3 on Improving 
Regulatory Framework. It is composed of experts active in operating the region’s bond 
markets and it is meant to enhance dialogue between the private sector and ASEAN+3 
officials.31 To date, ABMF has produced four important products: (i) ASEAN+3 Bond 
Market Guide, 32 which helped improve market information; (ii) a proposal on ASEAN+3 
Multi-Currency Bond Issuance Framework; (iii) a proposal on implementation of 

                                                        
27 Impediments other than foreign exchange restrictions include lack of integration of clearing and 

settlement systems and tax reform. 
28 ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum. 2014. Sub-Forum 1 Report: Proposal on Multi-Currency Bond Issuance 

Framework (AMBIF). Manila. The AMBIF initiative provides a standardized platform for issuers to issue local 
currency bonds in any of the participating bond markets. The issuer, for example, can use one common 
document to provide all market authorities in the region with the required information to issue a bond. 
This framework has already been implemented in six markets—Hong Kong, China; Japan; Malaysia; the 
Philippines; Singapore; and Thailand—and the first issuance was in Thailand by Japanese Bank Mizuho.  

29 ADB. 2012. Technical Assistance Completion Report: ASEAN+3 Regional Multicurrency Bond. Manila. 
30 The report is an output from TA 8049-REG: Harmonization of Bond Standards and Market Practices in 

ASEAN+3: Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum, Phase 2. TA 8049-REG is not part of the cluster 
covered by this TPER. 

31 ADB is the primary adviser and secretariat to ABMF, and has provided ABMF with technical assistance. 
32 ADB. 2012. ASEAN+3 Bond Market Guide. Manila. 
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standards such as International Standards Organization 20022, international securities 
identification number and business identifier code to enhance straight-through 
processing;32F

33  and (iv) ASEAN+3: Information on Transaction Flows and Settlement 
Infrastructure. 33F

34 These outputs provided important building blocks towards achieving 
harmonization. The first application of the Single Submission Form created by ABMF 
was made for the Thai Baht Bond window in April 2015, and the first pilot issue was 
made on 28 September 2015 by a Japanese bank. In addition, all markets have agreed 
to implement the international standards by 2020, to facilitate smoother cross-border 
investments in the region. Self-regulatory organizations in the region have formed an 
ASEAN+3 working group in 2012 to discuss and enhance their roles.  
 
41. In addition to the decision on the establishment of a clearing and settlement 
mechanism by ASEAN countries, other important actions (beyond process steps) still 
have to be taken to promote harmonization.34F

35  The achievement of the intended 
outcomes of the Harmonization of Bond Standards TA—harmonized standards leading 
to increased cross-border issuance—will take time. However, the TA report’s 
recommendation to establish ABMF was implemented, and it has been progressing 
with harmonization, with support from ADB.35F

36 While encouraging, these efforts have 
produced limited results, with the exception of the ASEAN and Plus Standards 
Scheme,36F

37 which was initiated by the ASEAN Capital Market Forum (ACMF) before the 
Harmonization of Bond Standards TA was completed.37F

38  Given the range of ASEAN 
initiatives being implemented to promote integration, it is likely there will be 
harmonization of bond standards, which will contribute to increased cross-border bond 
issues within the region. 
 
42. Overall, the TA outputs made important contributions by providing policy 
makers with analytical studies on issues such as regional credit guarantee mechanisms, 
and establishing institutions to support decision making, such as the Group of Experts 
and ABMF. An important feature of the outputs was the systematic incorporation of 
the views of market participants through the use of instruments such as structured 
surveys. Later TA projects institutionalized the participation of market participants 
through the Group of Experts and ABMF.    
 

D. Efficiency 
 
43. The TA projects were rated efficient overall. The two TA projects on guarantee 
mechanisms cost about $1.8 million—a relatively small amount, considering the 
eventual decision to establish the CGIF, which was capitalized at $700 million with a 
guarantee capacity of $1.75 billion. While the final cost of the regional credit guarantee 																																																								
33 Straight-through processing refers to the way financial transactions are processed electronically, with 

information transferred from one party to another electronically without requiring manual re-entry. 
34 ADB. 2014. ASEAN+3: Information on Transaction Flows and Settlement Infrastructure. Manila.  
35 The report proposed partial harmonization through the setting of common standards and mutual 

recognition. The ACMF was already using this approach in the agreement to establish the ASEAN and Plus 
Standards Scheme to facilitate cross-border offering. In addition, ACMF’s implementation plan for the 
ASEAN Economic Community envisages mutual recognition as a core strategy. The TA recommended 
extending the ACMF plan to the +3 countries—there has been no decision on the recommendation. 

36 ADB. 2014. Technical Assistance for Support for ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum: Regional Standardization 
of Bond Issuance Framework and Transaction Flows. Manila. 

37 The ASEAN and Plus Standards Scheme was developed by ACMF to facilitate cross-border offerings of 
securities within the ASEAN region. In 2009, the securities regulatory authorities in Malaysia, Singapore, 
and Thailand announced the implementation of this scheme. The harmonization TA recommends 
expanding this ASEAN initiative to the +3 countries. 

38 Established in 2004, ACMF members are capital market regulators from the ASEAN countries; the agenda 
initially focused on harmonization of rules and regulations, and includes bond market development. 
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mechanism TA projects were almost double their original budget, the additional funds 
improved the TA outputs and their contribution to decision making. The extension of 
the original completion dates resulted primarily from the flexible designs, which 
enabled the TA projects to make changes based on feedback on the interim reports. 
The active participation of the working group strengthened ownership of the final 
products, justifying the increased cost and delay. 
 
44. The delay in the first TA project on regional credit guarantee mechanisms was 
triggered by the findings from the interim report that international and domestic 
entities providing bond guarantees at that time lacked the capacity to support bond 
market development, necessitating the creation of a new entity to manage the 
instrument. The original TA design focused on enhancement of existing facilities and 
had to be restructured and expanded to incorporate additional requests from the 
working groups, including a study of various institutional options for a new guarantee 
mechanism. New methodologies had to be defined for the expanded TA. While a new 
TA project could have been prepared, expansion of the Regional Guarantee Mechanism 
TA had the advantage of providing continuity without incurring the additional delays 
that would have arisen from implementing a new TA approval process. The Regional 
Guarantee and Investment Mechanism Phase 2 TA project working group incurred 
delays by requesting additional analyses (e.g., impact of various amounts of paid-in 
capital), which was seen as necessary to address concerns and ensure buy-in from 
working group members. 
 
45. The cost of the two TAs on Regional Clearing and Settlement Mechanisms was 
$950,000, within the original budget. Both projects were extended by about 2 years. 
The Regional Settlement Linkage TA delay resulted from a lack of consensus among 
members on the findings of the report, which did not provide a recommended option 
to establish a regional linkage that was supported by a preliminary business plan, as 
envisioned in the terms of reference. The second project (Minimizing Foreign Exchange 
Settlement Risk) was delayed by the addition of activities, following a request from 
working group members to increase the level of participation of market practitioners. 
This recommendation led to the formation of the Group of Experts, which would later 
provide important advisory work and inputs to the task force. 
 
46. The cost of the two TA projects on the development of a multicurrency and 
regional basket currency bond was about $1 million, which was within the allocated 
budget. Both TA projects were extended by 2 years. In the case of the Regional 
Multicurrency Bond TA, the working group chair requested an expansion of the TA 
scope to include support for the implementation of a pilot for a dual currency bond—
which would test the feasibility of a multicurrency instrument. The development of a 
pilot did not materialize due to factors beyond the control of the TA. The RBCB TA 
extension resulted from the addition of outreach activities that focused on bond 
markets in general, rather than on RBCBs.  
 
47. The TA on harmonization of bond standards and practices was completed 
within budget despite the expansion of its scope. The TA produced the best articulation 
of a regional bond development strategy to date, and provided a sound basis for future 
actions. The delay in the completion of the TA resulted from the need for additional 
activities to establish and support the ABMF, an important institutional mechanism to 
ensure participation of market participants from both the public and private sectors. 
The TA was instrumental in the establishment of the ABMF and provided initial support 
for the agency. Within a relatively short period of time, ABMF produced outputs that 
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supported the work of the ABMI task forces. It is likely that future ADB TA to ABMI will 
support the work of ABMF.  

 

E. Sustainability 
 
48. Taken together, the TA outcomes are rated likely sustainable. Although the 
development outcomes and impact have not yet been achieved, the outcomes achieved 
to date—such as the establishment of the CGIF, the decision on an RSI option for 
ASEAN to be implemented under the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, and the 
creation of ABMF to help drive the harmonization of bond standards and market 
practices—are all likely to ensure progress towards sustainable development outcomes.  
 
49. ADB is the Trustee of CGIF and it holds in trust and manages all CGIF funds and 
other property in accordance with its Articles of Agreement. CGIF’s governance and 
operational structure are independent of ADB—CGIF has its own Board of Directors and 
internationally recruited management and staff. CGIF’s operations to date, financial 
results, and governance arrangements indicate the regional guarantee mechanism 
envisioned by the TA will be sustained. 
 
50. The Cross-Border Settlement Infrastructure Forum under ABMI Task Force 4 
selected the “CSD-RTGS Linkage” model, which connects national central securities 
depositories (CSDs) and real time gross settlement (RTGS) systems operated by central 
banks as a preferred RSI option. The progress report published by the Cross-Border 
Settlement Infrastructure Forum in May 2015 contains a road map to implement the 
preferred model by 2020. It also discusses the possibility of developing an integrated 
solution connecting each market’s infrastructure with a hub after completing the 
linkages.39  Malaysia and Thailand have already opened up their debt markets, enabling 
qualified non-resident issuers to issue local currency debt in their market. 
 
51. The achievement of harmonized standards leading to increased cross-border 
issuance of bonds will take time. However, the TA recommendation to establish the 
ABMF has been implemented, and it has been making progress on harmonization with 
support from ADB, which acts as the secretariat. Harmonization of bond standards is 
likely to be implemented and sustained, given the move towards financial integration 
under the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint and the proactive role of the ACMF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
39 http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/158519/progress-report-regional-settlement-

intermediary.pdf 



  

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

Other Assessments 
 
A. Impact 
 
52. The impact of the TA cluster is rated modest. ASEAN+3 countries’ holdings as a 
share of total cross-border long-term debt security holdings in ASEAN6 declined during 
2003–2013 from 27% to 23%. Although local currency bonds outstanding increased in 
absolute terms during 2003–2013, the expansion was modest as a percentage of GDP. 
In some countries the increase was remarkable, even as a percentage of GDP (Malaysia, 
Thailand and Viet Nam). Over time, it is likely the TA outcomes will increase their 
impact on the institutional strength of bond market participants. The outcomes from 
the TA projects on regional clearing and settlement and harmonization are likely to 
increase cross-border bond activities in the region. The establishment of the ABMF in 
2010 to foster standardization of market practices and harmonization of regulations 
for cross-border bond transactions in the region, and the proposed AMBIF, are 
expected to continue to develop regional bond markets. In the case of CGIF, a better 
articulated strategy can enhance the contribution to development impact through 
initiatives such as supporting increased use of bond financing by firms such as small 
manufacturing enterprises, and mobilization of domestic savings in local currency bond 
markets. 
 

B. ADB and Executing Agency Performance 
 
53. ADB performance as the executing agency for all the TA projects is rated 
satisfactory. As the secretariat for ABMI, ADB was the executing agency. ADB provided 
value added at the design stage and quality assurance during implementation of the TA 
projects. Equally important, ADB played a key role in its dialogue with the working 
groups as the TA findings were reviewed and commented upon. The formation of the 
Group of Experts to address regional settlement and clearing issues, and the 
establishment of ABMF to support the task forces in their work, are testaments to 
ADB’s performance. ADB was able to sustain support for various initiatives and provide 
further TA through its role as secretariat for ABMI.  



 

 

CHAPTER 5 

Issues, Lessons, and Follow-
Up Actions 
 
A.  Issues 
 
54. Coordination between the Asian Bond Market Initiative and the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations Capital Market Forum. There are areas of overlap between the 
activities of ACMF and ABMI. ACMF’s implementation plan for ASEAN capital market 
integration had strengthening of bond markets as a strategic component, while ABMI 
has a road map for bond market development. 40 ACMF has concluded that one of the 
factors explaining the limited progress in regional integration is the lack of clarity on 
the coordination and monitoring mechanisms in ASEAN. The effectiveness of ADB 
support to ABMI would be enhanced by examining ways to strengthen coordination 
between ABMI and ACMF. Because ADB provides support to both ABMI and ACMF, it is 
in a position to help strengthen coordination between the two agencies. In several 
areas, ACMF has been moving faster than ABMI. For example, the approach 
recommended in the 2010 ABMF report on partial harmonization and mutual 
recognition of standards and processes related to bond issuance had been introduced 
in 2009 by ACMF through the ASEAN and Plus Standards Scheme. ACMF made a 
decision on the regional clearing and linkages model while ABMI was still considering 
the options proposed by the Group of Experts.  
 
55. Coordination among ADB units. Within ADB, OREI managed the provision of 
technical support to ABMI and acted as the secretariat. 41  The Southeast Asia 
Department (SERD) has been supporting (non-ABMI) regional initiatives on capital 
market integration with TA projects. 42 SERD also provides bond market development 
support to individual countries in ASEAN. Improved coordination between SERD and 
the team supporting ABMI would enhance effectiveness of ADB support for bond 
market development. Coordination between the ADB units is currently limited to 
knowledge sharing, but it is likely to be greater when the finance team at the 
Sustainable Development and Climate Change department starts to prepare and 
implement a road map for bond market development in smaller ASEAN member 
countries. 
 
56. Support for domestic bond market development at the country level. Varying 
levels of financial sector development in ASEAN+3 countries makes integrating bond 
markets difficult. The ABMF paper on harmonization of bond standards in ASEAN+3 

                                                        
40 The other strategic components of ACMF’s implementation plan are: mutual recognition framework for 

cross-border investments, ASEAN exchange alliance and governance framework, promoting new products 

and building ASEAN as an asset class, aligning domestic capital market development plan to support 

regional integration, and reinforcing the ASEAN working process.  
41 OREI's finance team has now moved to the Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department to 

form the secretariat of the Finance Sector Group.  
42 Supporting Enhanced Cooperation Among Southeast Asian Equity Markets (December 2005) and 

Promoting an Interlinked ASEAN Capital Market (August 2010). 
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recommended that countries develop their bond markets before opening them to 
foreign investors. More systematic support to borrower countries could accelerate the 
bond market development process, and this support could incorporate regional 
initiatives such as harmonization into development plans. The focus of this support 
could be on the countries that are lagging, and on areas of bond market institutional 
reform that enhance harmonization. During the evaluation mission meetings, ASEAN 
Secretariat officials expressed the need for a “gap analysis” to identify the countries 
and aspects of bond market that needed attention. 
 
57. Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility development impact. CGIF is expected 
to have an impact on the development of domestic and regional bond markets beyond 
the benefits it receives from specific transactions. 43 However, the results chain linking 
CGIF activities that impact bond market development to development outcomes is not 
well articulated. 44 The CGIF should explore opportunities to develop new products to 
support the small and medium-sized enterprise sector and establish linkages with other 
ADB infrastructure initiatives.45 Further, there are opportunities for CGIF to complement 
other ABMI initiatives—in particular, the harmonization of bond standards and market 
practices—by pioneering transactions that demonstrate their feasibility and benefits.  
 
58. Articulation of outcomes in results matrix. There is scope to better articulate 
results chains and provide more precise outcomes statements in TA reports to identify 
the contribution of TA projects to expected results. In general, many of the outcomes 
formulated, such as the increase in cross-border bond issuance, were overly long term, 
and not helpful in assessing the success or contribution of the TA projects. The 
expected TA outcomes should have been formulated in terms of intermediate outcomes 
directly attributable to the TA, such as the establishment of CGIF, or pilot issuance of a 
dual currency bond. As a result, the TCRs had to rely mainly on the delivery and quality 
of outputs as the basis for the ratings.  
 

B.  Lessons 
 
59. Successful TA projects shared the following characteristics: (i) flexibility of 
design to enable incorporation of feedback from working groups, (ii) incorporation of 
views from market participants, and (iii) ability to build on previous work.  
 
60. Design flexibility is appropriate when supporting decision making and 
consensus building processes. In a TA design it is difficult to take into account all 
factors that decision makers consider important, despite efforts to elicit client input 
during TA design. This flexibility is needed in part because decision makers respond to 
evolving TA findings, as in the case of the work on the regional credit guarantee 
mechanism, where the interim report concluded that existing mechanisms were not 
appropriate and a new institution, CGIF, needed to be developed. This led to 
instructions from the working group on the direction of the remainder of the TA. While 
flexibility typically leads to the extension of completion dates and increased costs, the 
benefits from increased client participation and ownership typically makes this 
worthwhile. TA phasing is an option, but in the case of the work on a regional credit 

                                                        
43 This is similar to the “beyond the project” effects on private sector development in the evaluation of 

nonsovereign projects. 
44 The expected development outcomes and impact of CGIF are described in ADB. 2010. Report and 

Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Credit Guarantee and Investment 
Facility—Establishment of Trust Fund and Capital Contribution. Manila. 

45 ADB. 2011. Promotion of Capital Market Instruments for Infrastructure Financing in the ASEAN. Manila. 
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guarantee mechanism, preparation of a new TA could have resulted in delays, with 
possible adverse effects on the sustainability of the decision-making process.  
 
61. Institutionalizing participation of market participants and experts improves 
effectiveness, efficiency, and sustainability of TA projects. The approach adopted by the 
early TA projects was to interview or survey market participants to secure their inputs. 
Later TA projects established the Group of Experts and the ABMF, which have proven to 
be effective in providing the task forces with analyses of options. The incorporation of 
private and public sector perspectives on an ongoing basis was an important source of 
value addition for the Group of Experts and the ABMF; nonetheless both need 
continuing support and direction, which ADB has provided through subsequent TA 
projects and its role as secretariat. Creation of the ABMF will change the delivery 
system of ADB TA projects, which will support the work of the ABMF instead of directly 
producing TA outputs through consultants. 46    
 
62. Pilot projects to test the technical assistance recommendations and 
demonstrate their feasibility. Only one TA in the cluster had a provision for a pilot 
project, and it did not materialize. In that particular case, the pilot could have 
enhanced the TA’s analysis of impediments to multicurrency design and issuance, and 
provided the working group with a better sense of the feasibility of the instrument. 
Pilot projects would be an especially useful input to the development of an 
implementation plan for some initiatives, such as harmonization of bond standards and 
market practices and development of new products.  
 

C.  Recommendations 
 
63. The evaluation recommends the development of a results monitoring and 
evaluation framework for the regional bond market initiative. This framework will 
require a well-articulated results chain leading to the design of indicators that can be 
measured and monitored. An impact evaluation framework should be designed to 
determine and measure the outcomes attributable to various interventions. In terms of 
the TA work, there is scope to improve the design and monitoring framework by 
providing more realistic outcomes or intermediate outcomes. 
 
64. ADB could consider development of mechanisms that improve coordination 
among the relevant ADB organizational units involved with bond market development. 
SERD, the Private Sector Operations Department, and the team supporting ABMI could 
consider providing more systematic, coordinated support for bond market 
development at the country level. 47 The country-level support could be based on a 
regional perspective, in areas such as the harmonization of bond standards and 
practices, to ensure smooth market integration. In effect, bond market development 
would become an ADB-wide initiative that integrates country and regional 
development objectives.  

                                                        
46 The recommendations to the task force are now coming from ABMF, which has activities and outputs 

(agenda) guided by the task force. ADB supports ABMF with TA projects and through its role as secretariat; 
this differs from past practice when ADB provided TA directly to the task force. OREI acknowledged the 
change in delivery mechanism as well as the effectiveness of the use of ABMF. 

47 For example, the Global Markets Local Currency Program and the Efficient Securities Markets Institutional 
Development Program of the World Bank Group. 
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APPENDIX 1: BASIC DATA ON TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS COVERED BY THE EVALUATION 
 
 

Table A1.1: List of Technical Assistance Projects Reviewed 

TA No. TA Name 
Approval 

Date 

Original 
Completion 

Date 

Actual 
Completion 

Date 

Original 
Amount 

Approved 

Revised 
Amount 

Approved 
Amount 
Utilized 

Utilization 
Rate Sources of Funding TCR Rating 

6127-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee 
Mechanism 

27 Oct 03 30 Apr 04 30 Jun 09 $500,000 $935,000 $930,040 99% TA Special Fund, 
People's Republic of 
China, Korea 
Securities 
Depository 

Successful 

6373-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee and 
Investment 
Mechanism Phase 2 

18 Dec 06 31 Jan 08 31 Dec 10 $500,000 $900,000 $871,502 97% TA Special Fund, 
People's Republic of 
China Poverty 
Reduction and 
Regional 
Cooperation Fund 

Highly 
Successful 

6161-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Settlement Linkage 

19 Dec 03 30 Jun 04 30 Jun 06 $300,000   $294,826 98% Japan Special Fund Successful 

6338-REG Minimizing Foreign 
Exchange 
Settlement Risk in 
the ASEAN+3 
Region 

25 Aug06  30 Apr 07 30 Jun 09 $700,000   $665,605 95% Japan Special Fund Successful 

6244-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Multicurrency Bond 

03 Jun 05 30 Nov05 30 Jun 09 $400,000   $382,310 96% Japan Special Fund Successful 

6341-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Basket Currency 
Bonds 

30 Aug 06 30 Apr 07 30 Jun 09 $650,000   $633,042 97% Japan Special Fund Successful 

6514-REG Harmonization of 
Bond Standards in 
ASEAN+3 

16 Dec 08 28 Feb 10 31 Mar 12 $950,000   $889,166 94% Republic of Korea e-
Asia and Knowledge 
Partnership Fund; 
Investment Climate 
Facilitation Fund 

Successful 

Total           $4,835,000 $4,666,491 97%     
ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea; REG = regional; TA = technical assistance; TCR = technical 
assistance completion report. 
Source: Asian Development Bank database. 
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Table A1.2: Stated Objectives and Expected Outputs, Outcomes, and Impacts of Technical Assistance Projects 
TA 
Number TA Name Stated Objectives Expected Outputs Expected Outcomes Expected Impact 
6127-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 

Guarantee 
Mechanism 

Identify, assess, and compare 
guarantee mechanisms that are 
appropriate to support the 
development of domestic and 
regional bond markets in the 
ASEAN+3 countries. 

Best practice model; 
recommendations for 
existing facilities 

Increase in volume of long 
term bonds in domestic and 
regional markets 

not available 

6373-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee and 
Investment 
Mechanism Phase 2 

Conduct an in-depth study to 
help identify which 
organizational option is best for 
establishing the CGIM. 

Identification of 
organizational options 
for CGIM 

Expansion of local currency 
markets; increased use of 
bond financing by 
corporations and SMEs; 
increase in market participants 
and broadening of investment 
channels 

Deepening and 
harmonization of 
regional financial 
markets; mobilization of 
domestic savings to local 
currency bond markets; 
improved corporate 
governance 

6161-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Settlement Linkage 

Assess the possibility of linking 
settlement systems in the region 
by examining the current status 
of bond settlement and 
identifying possible impediments 
to cross-border investment, 
including a payment system and 
foreign exchange settlement 
system. 

Recommended option 
with possible 
implementation plan 
and preliminary business 
plan 

implementation of TA 
recommendation 

Increase in cross-border 
bond issuance and 
investment 

6338-REG Minimizing Foreign 
Exchange Settlement 
Risk in ASEAN+3 
Region 

Provide policy recommendations 
that remove impediments in 
clearing and settlement of bond 
transactions, which will 
encourage local currency bond 
market development. 

Recommendations on 
options and next steps 
to minimize foreign 
exchange settlement 
risks across ASEAN+3 
markets 

Increase in cross-border 
issuance and trading in Asian 
currency denominated bonds 

Increase in size and 
liquidity in regional bond 
markets 

6244-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Multicurrency Bond 

Examine the merits and demerits 
of multicurrency bonds including 
contribution to bond market 
development, explore feasibility 
of and impediments to the 
issuance of multicurrency bonds 
denominated in ASEAN+3 

Road map for policy 
makers on the 
impediments for 
issuance of a 
multicurrency bond 

Issuance of multicurrency 
bonds denominated in 
ASEAN+3 currencies 

Increase in size of 
regional bond markets 
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TA 
Number TA Name Stated Objectives Expected Outputs Expected Outcomes Expected Impact 

currencies, and identify possible 
and optimal structure for 
potential private sector issuers.  

6341-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Basket Currency 
Bonds 

Provide policy recommendations 
that facilitate the development 
of RBCBs in the region, remove 
impediments, and encourage 
capital market development of 
new instruments. 

ASEAN+3 governments 
agree to issue ASEAN+3 
basket currency bonds 
based on TA 
recommendations 

Increased cross-border 
issuance and trading in Asian 
currency denominated bonds 

Increase in size and 
liquidity in regional 
bonds markets 

6514-REG Harmonization of 
Bond Standards in 
ASEAN+3 

Promote the development of 
domestic and regional bond 
markets through four 
components: (i) harmonizing 
standards in secondary 
government bond markets; (ii) 
harmonizing standards for 
corporate bonds; (iii) 
strengthening SROs and/or 
establishing new ones to 
facilitate harmonization of 
corporate bond standards; and 
(iv) informing institutional 
investors of market updates and 
initiatives undertaken. 

Strategy or road map 
prepared for and agreed 
to by selected ASEAN+3 
countries; measures to 
strengthen SROs 

Harmonized standards in 
government secondary 
markets across the region; 
increased cross-border 
issuance of corporate bonds; 
SROs strengthened and new 
ones established 

Deeper, broader, more 
liquid and more efficient 
regional bond markets; 
movement towards 
harmonized regional 
bond markets 

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea; CGIM = Credit Guarantee and Investment Mechanism; REG 
= regional; SME = small and medium-sized enterprise; SRO = self-regulatory organization; TA = technical assistance; TCR = technical assistance completion report. 
Source: Asian Development Bank database. 
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Table A1.3: Financing of Technical Assistance Cluster  
($) 

Source of Financing TA 6127 TA 6373 TA 6161 TA 6338 TA 6244 TA 6341 TA 6514 Total 
Japan Special Fund     300,000 700,000 400,000 650,000   2,050,000 
Technical Assistance Special Fund 800,000 600,000           1,400,000 
Republic of Korea e-Asia and Knowledge 
Partnership Fund 

            500,000 500,000 

Investment Climate Facilitation Fund             450,000 450,000 
Government of People's Republic of China 35,000 300,000           335,000 
Korea Securities Depository 100,000             100,000 
Total 935,000 900,000 300,000 700,000 400,000 650,000 950,000 4,835,000 

Source: Asian Development Bank database. 

 
 
 

Table A1.4: Reasons for Delays in Original Completion Dates 

TA Number TA Name 
Delay 

(months) Reasons for Delay 
6127-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 

Guarantee Mechanism 
62 Expansion of scope of work to include additional business lines and demand analysis. 

6373-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee and 
Investment Mechanism 
Phase 2 

35 Requests from the working group for additional work: (i) new study to determine the demand for CGIM 
services in eight countries, (ii) financial projections for CGIM under different capitalization amounts, (iii) 
strengthening of the CGIM governance structure to ensure full independence, and (iv) revision of CGIM 

design.  
6161-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 

Settlement Linkage 
24 Difficulties in obtaining a consensus among member countries on the report recommendations and on the 

publication of the report. 
6338-REG Minimizing Foreign 

Exchange Settlement 
Risk in ASEAN+3 Region 

26 Two activities were added based on the recommendations of the draft report: (i) organization by ADB of 
the "Asia Bond Clearing and Settlement Conference 2007"; and (ii) support to the formation of the Group 
of Experts, including the creation of a website. 

6244-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Multicurrency Bond 

43 There were changes in scope and implementation arrangements due to political sensitivities involved in 
discussing multicurrency-denominated instruments. A pilot case was added with the TA supporting the 
execution of a dual currency bond issue. 

6341-REG ASEAN+3 Regional 
Basket Currency Bonds 

26 Market outreach was added in the form of a conference organized by ADB and held in Tokyo "Investing in 
Asia Bonds Conference—Opportunities for Asian Investors." 

6514-REG Harmonization of Bond 
Standards in ASEAN+3 

25 Change in the scope of work to include the establishment and support for the ASEAN+3 Bond Market 
Forum.  

Average 
Delay 

  34   

ADB = Asian Development Bank; ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea; CGIM = Credit Guarantee 
and Investment Mechanism; REG = regional; TA = technical assistance. 
Source: Asian Development Bank database. 

 



 

 

APPENDIX 2: BACKGROUND NOTE ON BOND MARKET DEVELOPMENT IN 
ASIA 
 
 

A.  Impetus for Developing Bond Markets 
 
1. The 1997/1998 Asian financial crisis revealed several weaknesses of the financial systems in the 
region.1 First, there was excess dependence on the banking systems, an argument that could be traced 
to remarks in 1999 by A. Greenspan (then chairman of the United States Federal Reserve) who noted 
that the severity of the 1997/1998 Asian financial crisis resulted in part due to the fact that economic 
growth was financed mainly by banks, and that the financial system did not have a “spare tire.”2 Some 
studies stressed the poor monitoring of corporations by banks, 3  and argued that corporate bond 
market would be less prone to government intervention and control by family conglomerates. 4 The 
dependence on “too big to fail” banks increased the influence of family and political connections in 
resource allocation, contributing to the financial crisis. 
 
2. Second, there was a double mismatch problem. Many financial institutions and corporations in 
the countries most adversely affected by the 1997–1998 Asian financial crisis borrowed in foreign 
currency without adequate hedging. In addition, much of the debt was short term, while assets were 
longer term—banks are not well suited to finance long-term investments on a large scale.5 However, 
policies were also to blame: poor sequencing of capital account liberalization encouraged short-term 
borrowing, exchange rate policies (supporting local currencies) led borrowers to underestimate 
currency risk, and monetary policies allowed domestic credit to expand too quickly.6 
 
3. Third, there was an overreliance on volatile capital inflows. Because of their reliance on 
international capital flows to finance investments, Asian economies became vulnerable to shifts in 
capital flows. Although savings in Asia were abundant, these flowed to financial markets in Europe and 
America and returned in the form of speculative funds. The argument for the development of local 
currency bond markets was that regionally integrated markets would channel savings to investments in 
the region. 
 
4. Policy makers and academics viewed the development of bond markets as a means of 
addressing some of the roots of the 1997/1998 financial crisis. Bond markets could serve a safety 
function and enhance monitoring of corporations. They could play an important role in financing large 
investment projects, especially those with longer-term financial returns (e.g., infrastructure projects). 
Bond markets could spread risks over a large number of investors, and enable (through bond trading) 
the transfer of risks prior to project completion. The development of local currency bond markets 
would help reduce the currency mismatch problem, and development of cross-border bond markets 
within the region would channel savings to investments in the region. 
 
 

                                                        
1 B. Eichengreen and P. Luengnaruemitchai. 2004. Why Doesn’t Asia Have Bigger Bond Markets? National Bureau of Economic 

Research Working Paper 10576. Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
2 A. Greenspan. September 27, 1999. Lessons from Global Crises. Remarks Before Program of Seminars. World Bank Group and 

International Monetary Fund. Washington, DC. 
3 M. Yoshitomi and S. Shirai. 2001. Designing a Financial Market Structure in Post Crisis Asia – How to Develop Corporate Bond 

Markets. Manila: Asian Development Bank Institute. 
4 S. Claessens, S. Djankov, and L. Lang. 1998. Corporate Growth, Financing, and Risks in the Decade Before East Asia’s Financial 

Crisis. Policy Research Working Paper. World Bank. Washington, DC. 
5 R. Fabella and S. Madhur. January 2003. Bond Market Development in East Asia: issues and Challenges. Economics and 

Research Department Working Paper Series No. 35. Asian Development Bank. Manila 
6 T. Lane. September 1999. The Asian Financial Crisis: What Have We Learned? Finance and Development 36 (3). Washington, 

DC: International Monetary Fund. 
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B. Initiatives to Develop Bond Markets in Asia 
 

5. There have been considerable efforts to develop bond markets, in Asia and globally. Following 
the 1997/1998 financial crisis, various countries in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
pursued reforms to develop capital markets (Box A2.1), in many cases supported by multilateral 
institutions such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the World Bank. At the global level, in 1999 
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank established the Financial Sector Assessment 
Program (FSAP) to conduct comprehensive and in-depth analysis of financial systems of countries, 
including development of capital markets. 7 The Group of 20 (G20) developed an action plan on the 
development of local currency bond markets. The plan included coordination of technical assistance 
(TA) among international organizations and an agreed diagnostic framework. 8 In Asia, several regional 
initiatives were launched to develop bond markets. 
 

 

6. The ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers launched the Asian Bond Market Initiative (ABMI) in 2003. The 
press release on ABMI cited several objectives: (i) develop efficient and liquid bond markets in Asia to 
enable better utilization of Asian savings for Asian investments, (ii) contribute to the mitigation of 
currency and maturity mismatches in financing, and (iii) promote ASEAN+3 finance cooperation. 9 ABMI 
has two main areas of focus: (i) facilitating market access through a wide variety of issuers and 
products, and (ii) enhancing market infrastructure to foster bond markets in Asia (Figure A2.1). 10 Since 
2003, ABMI has undergone several phases and reorganizations. 
                                                        
7 The development module of the financial sector assessment programs is the responsibility of the World Bank. 
8 IMF. 2013. The Local Currency Bond Market – A Diagnostic Framework. 
  https://www.imf.org/external/np/pp/eng/2013/070913.pdf 

9 Press release from Chairman of the ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers Meeting on 7 August 2003. 
10 W. Chung. 2007. Asian Bond Market Initiative of ASEAN+3 and ADB’s Contribution. Presentation for ADB. National Institute 

for Research Advancement, Tokyo. 1 June. (http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E_woochull.pdf) 

Box A2: Country-Driven Reforms 1997–2003 
When the Asian Bond Market Initiative was launched, several countries had already introduced important reforms and 
policy initiatives to facilitate the development of local currency markets. The Asia Bond Monitor (November 2004) lists the 
following major categories of reforms. 
 

Strengthening the legal and regulatory framework. Regulatory reforms covered (i) institutional and organizational 
framework for capital market regulation and supervision, and (ii) laws and regulations for securities markets and their 
enforcement. Malaysia and Singapore moved away from traditional top down merit-based regulation, which was 
inefficient and costly to enforce, to a disclosure-based regulatory regime based on financial disclosure and market 
discipline to protect investor interest. 
 

Improving the bond issuing process and pricing mechanism. The initiatives included the creation of market determined 
yield curves to enable efficient pricing of bond instruments and mark to market. Many countries—the People’s Republic of 
China, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand—adopted competitive auction systems for 
government bond issuance. Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore adopted the primary dealer system to promote 
price discovery through competition, increase liquidity through market making, and promote wider distribution of 
government securities. 
 

Promoting demand for local currency bonds. Promotion of demand took the form of developing contractual savings 
institutions such as pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies, and trust operations of banks. Thailand’s 
Government Pension Fund held 10% of bonds outstanding in Thailand at the end of 2003. Malaysia’s Employee Provident 
Fund and 12 smaller pension funds are major institutional investors with combined assets worth 67% of gross domestic 
product. The insurance and mutual fund sectors have been expanding in the People’s Republic of China, with joint 
ventures being established with international asset management companies. Several countries had also taken measures to 
increase participation of individual and retail investors in bond markets. The Philippines introduced a small denomination 
treasury bond program for individual investors, tradeable on the local stock exchange. Viet Nam encouraged retail 
investment in bond markets. Korea allowed direct purchasing of government bonds on the primary market in 
noncompetitive auction. 
 

Improving market infrastructure. Most Asian countries had introduced real time gross settlement systems with delivery 
versus payment facilities to reduce settlement risk. Some countries—including Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand—organized 
exchanges for trading fixed income securities. Bond futures and short-term interest rate derivatives were available in Korea, 
Malaysia, and Singapore. Many countries had local credit rating agencies specializing in corporate debt. 
 

Source: Asia Bond Monitor. 2004. http://asianbondsonline.adb.org/documents/abm_nov2004.pdf 

http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E_woochull.pdf
http://asianbondsonline.adb.org/documents/abm_nov2004.pdf
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Figure A2: Asian Bond Market Initiative Focal Areas 
 

 
 
ABMI = Asian Bond Market Initiative. 
Source: W. Chung. 2007. Asian Bond Market Initiative of ASEAN+3 and ADB’s Contribution. 
Presentation for ADB. National Institute for Research Advancement, Tokyo. 1 June. 
http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E woochull.pdf 
 

 
 

7. Another important bond market development initiative is the Asian Bond Fund Initiative of the 
Executives Meeting of East Asia Pacific Central Banks (EMEAP). 11 The initiative facilitates the channeling 
of sizeable reserves held by Asian economies back to the region, in the process promoting the 
development of bond markets. EMEAP launched the first phase of the Asian Bond Fund Initiative in 
June 2003 with a fund of $1 billion, which was fully invested in a basket of dollar-denominated bonds 
issued by Asian sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers in EMEAP member countries, with the exception 
of Australia, Japan, and New Zealand. The Bank of International Settlements manages the fund. 
 
8. In December 2004, EMEAP launched the second phase of the Asian Bond Fund Initiative, which 
sought to play a catalytic role in developing local currency bond markets. The second phase would 
invest in domestic currency bonds issued by sovereign and quasi-sovereign issuers in the same eight 
EMEAP member countries as in the first phase of the Asian Bond Fund. From the start, the principal 
objectives of the second phase have been mitigating impediments to investors and improving liquidity 
in the major government bond markets. A Bank of International Settlements review concluded that the 
second phase had a catalytic role in the development of local currency bond markets by influencing the 
following reforms in EMEAP member countries: (i) tax exemption of non-resident investors, (ii) 
regulatory framework for exchange traded funds, (iii) liberalization of foreign exchange administration 
rules, (iv) improvements in regional infrastructure and reduction in cross-border settlement risk, and (v) 
adoption of documentation in line with international best practices. 12  
 
9. The ASEAN Capital Market Forum (ACMF) includes bond market development as part of its 
mission. Established in 2004, ACMF has, as its members, capital market regulators from the ASEAN 
countries with an agenda that initially focused on harmonization of rules and regulations. ACMF 
initiatives under various stages of implementation include (i) ASEAN Disclosure Standards Scheme to 
facilitate cross-border offerings of securities, (ii) Cross Recognition of Qualifications on Education and 

                                                        
11 EMEAP is a forum of central banks in the East Asia and Pacific region that aims to strengthen cooperation among its 11 

members—Australia; People’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; Indonesia; Japan; the Republic of Korea; Malaysia; New 
Zealand; the Philippines; Singapore; and Thailand. 

12 E. Chan et al. 2012. Local Currency Bond Markets and the Asian Bond Fund 2 Initiative. Bank of International Settlements 
Papers No. 63 Weathering Financial Crisis: Bond Markets in Asia and the Pacific. Brussels: Bank of International Settlements. 

http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E_woochull.pdf
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Experience of Market Professionals, (iii) the ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard, (iv) Expedited 
Review Framework for Secondary Listings, and (v) Framework for the Cross-Border Offering of ASEAN 
Collective Investment Schemes.  
 

10. The ACMF is currently focused on strategic issues to integrate capital markets in the region 
under the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint 2015. 13  In 2009, the ASEAN Finance Ministers 
endorsed the Implementation Plan to Promote the Development of an Integrated ASEAN Capital 
Market submitted by ACMF. The initial phases of the plan focus on establishing bilateral arrangements, 
and the plan subsequently call for moving towards multilateral arrangements as more countries are 
ready to participate. The plan’s liberalization initiatives first target non-retail investors, and will cover 
retail investors once robust investor protection regimes are in place. 
 

C. Performance of Asian Bond Markets Since 2003 
 

11. Local currency bonds outstanding in East Asia (excluding Japan) increased during 2003–2013. 
For six ASEAN countries (ASEAN6), total local currency bonds outstanding increased from $315 billion 
at the end of 2003 to $1,068 billion at the end of 2013. 14  However, there was little change in 
composition, with the relative shares of government and corporate bonds at about the same level 
during the period. For the nine economies (excluding Japan), 15  local currency bonds outstanding 
increased from $1,349 billion at the end of 2003 to $7,628 billion at the end of 2013, with the share of 
corporate bonds increasing from 34% to 40% (Tables A2.1 and A2.2). 
 

12. Local currency bonds outstanding as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) also 
increased during 2003–2013. For ASEAN6, the local currency bonds to GDP ratio was flat during 2003–
2011, with the exception of a slight rise in 2007 caused by increased government bond issues at the 
start of the global financial crisis. The local currency bonds to GDP ratio increased during 2012–2013. 
Thailand and Viet Nam have contributed to the ASEAN6 growth; on the other hand, Indonesia has been 
experiencing a decline in the local currency to GDP ratio and performance in the Philippines has been 
flat. The corporate local currency bond to GDP ratio remained at 12%–13% throughout 2003–2011, 
before increasing slightly to 14%–15% during 2012–2013. For the nine East Asian economies (excluding 
Japan), local currency bonds to GDP increased from 42% in 2003 to 58% in 2013. The People’s Republic 
of China (PRC); Hong Kong, China; and Korea had substantial increases in the local currency bond to 
GDP ratio (Table A2.3). The corporate local currency bond to GDP ratio increased from 15% in 2003 to 
23% in 2013 (Table A2.4). 
 

13. Among ASEAN6 countries, the size of the bond markets in Singapore and Thailand are 
comparable with those of other emerging markets, while Malaysia’s market is larger than most. In 
addition, these three markets have sophisticated infrastructure. The ability of these three countries to 
develop their bond markets was attributed to country policy initiatives. 16  Malaysia’s market was 
boosted by efforts to promote the issuance of Islamic bonds. Singapore was able to overcome its 
relatively narrow investor base by encouraging overseas firms to issue in the local market. Thailand put 
significant effort into developing its bond market after the 1997 financial crisis, supported by 
international financial institutions. The three countries are also participants in the ASEAN and Plus 
Standards Scheme, which facilitates cross-border issuance in their markets. 
14. There has been an increase in long-term debt securities holdings by ASEAN+3 countries in 
ASEAN+3 countries, although the increase is concentrated in four economies. As of the end of 2013, 
ASEAN+3 long-term debt securities held by ASEAN+3 economies amounted to $218 trillion, compared 
to $45 trillion at the end of 2003 (Table A2.5). The share of ASEAN+3 in total foreign or cross-border 
holdings of ASEAN+3 long-term debt securities increased from 15% at the end of 2003 to 26% at the 

                                                        
13 The heads of state of the ASEAN countries adopted the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint on 20 November 2007. 
14 ASEAN6 comprises Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam; bonds are tracked by Asian Bonds 

Online (asianbondsonline.adb.org). 
15 ASEAN plus the People’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; and Republic of Korea. 
16 Feldman, Joshua et al. June 2011. ASEAN5 Bond Market Development: Where Does It Stand? Where Is It Going? IMF Working 

Paper. International Monetary Fund. Washington, DC. 
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end of 2013 (Table A2.6). However, more than 80% of the increase was in the PRC; Hong Kong, China; 
Korea; and Singapore (Table A2.5). 
 
15. Park (2014) found that Asian local currency bond markets continue to be fragmented, while 
there is greater integration in Asian equity markets. 17 This is explained in part by the limited financial 
infrastructure and legal frameworks relating to debt securities. In particular, accounting and auditing 
standards are below international standards and governance remains weak. Baek and Kim (2014) found 
that institutional factors (e.g, depth of credit information and legal rights) were critical to the 
development of the private sector corporate bond market, but less so for the government bond 
market. 18 
 
16. Various studies have emphasized the importance of developing Asian bond markets as part of a 
well-diversified financial system. The huge infrastructure financing requirement necessitates expansion 
of both government and corporate (private sector) bond markets to expand funding channels 
domestically and regionally. Policy makers and regulators will have to continue to address structural 
and regulatory issues, and reorient policies to facilitate bond market development. An ADB Institute 
paper makes several key recommendations based on an analysis of the developments in the Asian bond 
markets, 19 many of which are covered in other papers and studies as well. 20 These include: 

(i) improve confidence in the legal, regulatory, supervisory, and enforcement framework, 
which  entails institutional and capacity building measures; 

(ii) develop a well-diversified domestic and foreign institutional investor base— 
development of contractual savings institutions, revamping of investment regulations, 
and encouragement of foreign investor participation are some measures that have 
worked; 

(iii) reduce transaction costs—standardizing and streamlining processes and 
documentation have had positive results in some countries (e.g., Singapore); the 
ASEAN and Plus Standards Scheme is one such effort and is worth expanding; 

(iv) improve price transparency, trading mechanisms, and custody and settlement systems; 
many of the recommendations by the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum and various 
groups of experts address this issue; 

(v) improve the quality of credit information; this requires actions on several fronts—
adoption of international accounting and auditing standards along with the 
development of skills to implement these, and strengthening of rating agencies; and  

(vi) develop securitization instruments to address the issue of size in private sector bond 
markets, and provide investors with a diverse set of instruments. 

 

                                                        
17 C.Y. Park. 2014. Asian Capital Market Integration: Theory and Evidence. In Asian Development Bank and Korea Capital Market 

Institute. Asian Capital Market Development and Integration: Challenges and Opportunities. New Delhi: Oxford University Press  
18 I. Baek and P-K. Kim. 2014. Determinants of Bond Market Development in Asia. In Asian Development Bank and Korea Capital 

Market Institute. Asian Capital Market Development and Integration: Challenges and Opportunities. New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press. 

19 M. Goswami and S. Sharma. 2011. The Development of Local Debt Markets in Asia: An Assessment. ADBI Working Paper Series. 
Manila: Asian Development Bank. 

20 J. Feldman et al. June 2011. Developing ASEAN5 Bond Markets: What Still Needs To Be Done? IMF Working Paper. 
Washington, DC: International Monetary Fund. 
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Table A2.1: Bonds Outstanding at Year-End  
($ billion) 

Economy 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Indonesia 64 61 54 77 86 70 99 107 110 111 108
Malaysia 94 97 107 125 165 166 185 247 263 327 312
Philippines 31 36 42 47 58 57 63 73 77 99 101
Singapore 67 80 83 99 122 128 141 169 191 231 244
Thailand 58 67 79 112 139 141 177 225 225 279 275
Viet Nam 1 2 3 5 10 14 12 16 17 25 29
ASEAN6 315 342 368 464 579 575 677 836 883 1,072 1,068
PRC 448 624 900 1,184 1,688 2214 2,568 3055 3,459 4,081 4,724
Hong Kong, China 72 78 86 96 98 92 144 163 168 177 195
Republic of Korea 514 657 754 922 1027 817 1016 1149 1229 1471 1641
Total 1,349 1,700 2,107 2,667 3,393 3,698 4,405 5,203 5,740 6,802 7,628

ASEAN6 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam, PRC = People’s Republic of China. 
Source: Asian Bonds Online	 asianbondsonline.adb.org . 

 

Table A2.2: Shares of Government and Corporate Bonds in Total Bonds Outstanding at Year–End  
  2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

ASEAN6 
Share of Government Bonds 72% 72% 72% 72% 72% 70% 72% 72% 72% 71% 70%
Share of Corporate Bonds 28% 28% 28% 28% 28% 30% 28% 28% 28% 29% 30%
ASEAN6 plus PRC; Hong Kong, China; 
and Republic of Korea 

 

Share of Government Bonds 66% 69% 72% 72% 73% 74% 71% 69% 66% 62% 60%
Share of Corporate Bonds 34% 31% 28% 28% 27% 26% 29% 31% 34% 38% 40%

ASEAN6 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam, PRC = People’s Republic of China. 

Source: Asian Bonds Online	 asianbondsonline.adb.org . 
 

Table A2.3: Local Currency Bonds Outstanding at Year-End  (% of GDP) 
Economy 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Indonesia 27 24 19 21 20 16 17 15 13 13 14
Malaysia 85 78 74 74 100 75 89 95 94 106 104
Philippines 40 42 41 38 36 35 36 36 35 38 39
Singapore 67 68 65 65 65 67 71 67 72 79 83
Thailand 39 40 46 50 55 54 65 67 67 75 76
Viet Nam 2 4 5 8 14 16 14 16 14 16 17
ASEAN6 44 43 42 42 46 42 44 45 43 48 50
PRC 27 32 39 43 46 48 51 50 46 49 50
Hong Kong, China 44 46 47 50 46 42 67 71 68 68 71
Republic of Korea 76 78 83 89 92 93 103 102 106 114 121
All Economies 42 46 49 52 55 52 57 56 52 56 58

ASEAN6 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam; GDP = gross domestic product; PRC = People’s Republic of 
China. 

Source: Asian Bonds Online	 asianbondsonline.adb.org . 
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Table A2.4: Government and Corporate Local Currency Bonds Outstanding at Year End  
(% of GDP) 

  2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

ASEAN6   
Government Bonds 32 31 30 30 33 30 32 32 31 34 35
Corporate Bonds 12 12 12 12 13 13 12 12 12 14 15
ASEAN6 plus PRC, 
Hong Kong, China 
and  Republic of 
Korea 

  

Government Bonds 28 32 35 37 40 39 40 39 34 35 35
Corporate Bonds 15 14 14 15 15 13 17 17 18 21 23

ASEAN6 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Viet Nam; GDP = gross domestic product. 
Source: Asian Bonds Online. asianbondsonline.adb.org 
 

Table A2.5: Cross-Border Long‐Term Debt Securities Held by ASEAN+3 Economies  
($ million) 

Economy 2003 2013 Increase Share of Total Increase

Brunei Darussalam 0 0 0 0%
Cambodia 0 0 0 0%
Hong Kong, China                    5,198 29,384                   24,186 14%
Macao, China 241                        241 0%
People’s Republic of China                    2,645 63,351                   60,706 35%
Indonesia                    1,366 11,269                     9,903 6%
Japan                    7,275 12,046                     4,771 3%
Republic of Korea                  12,573 52,551                   39,978 23%
Lao PDR 0 99                         99 0%
Malaysia                    7,204 16,466                     9,262 5%
Myanmar 0   0 0   0%
Philippines                    2,551 4,439                     1,888 1%
Singapore                    4,447 20,771                   16,324 9%
Thailand                    1,627 6,924                     5,297 3%
Viet Nam                         32 265                        233 0%
Total                  44,918               217,806                 172,888 100%

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. 
Source: International Monetary Fund Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey (cpis.imf.org). Data are derived from the debtor or 
issuer side.  
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Table A2.6: Share of ASEAN+3 Investors in Cross-Border Long‐Term Debt Securities in ASEAN+3 Economies 
  
 
 
Economy 

Total Held by 
Foreign 

Investors  
($ million) 

Total Held by 
ASEAN+3 Investors 

($ million) Share of ASEAN+3 

Total Held by 
Foreign Investors  

($ million) 

Total Held by 
ASEAN+3 Investors 

($ million) Share of ASEAN+3 

 2003 2013

Brunei Darussalam 10 0 0.0% 3 0 0.0%
Cambodia 2 0 0.0% 115 0 0.0%
Hong Kong, China 10,033 5,198 34.1% 38,338 29,384 43.4%
Macao, China 1 0 0.0% 246 241 49.5%
People’s Republic of China 4,310 2,645 38.0% 94,071 63,351 40.2%
Indonesia 4,721 1,366 22.4% 47,177 11,269 19.3%
Japan 201,924 7,275 3.5% 339,867 12,046 3.4%
Republic of Korea 2,6537 12,573 32.1% 154,723 52,551 25.4%
Lao PDR 0 0 120 99 45.2%
Malaysia 15,351 7,204 31.9% 57,353 16,466 22.3%
Myanmar 0 0 0 0
Philippines 12,118 2,551 17.4% 22,439 4,439 16.5%
Singapore 11,470 4,447 27.9% 50,318 20,771 29.2%
Thailand 3,316 1,627 32.9% 21,400 6,924 24.4%
Viet Nam 218 32 12.8% 2,404 265 9.9%
Total 290,011 44,918 13.4% 828,574 217,806 20.8%

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea. 
Source: International Monetary Fund Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey (cpis.imf.org). 

 
Table A2.7: Main Bond Market Related Policy and Regulatory Developments in ASEAN+3 Economies 

Economy 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Cambodia   Cambodia signs MOU with 
Korea to develop exchange 
to list debt and equity 
instruments 

PRC  More corporations 
allowed to tap bond 
market for funds thus 
reducing reliance on 
bank financing 

Authorities allow HSBC and 
Chartered Bank to transact 
first derivative transactions. 
Two companies issued 
asset-backed securities. 
China Development Bank 
issues first securitized 
security. 

Authorities simplify process for 
bond issuance and issue rules 
for licensing and operation of 
market makers for bond 
markets. Clearing house for 
China Foreign Exchange Trade 
System established. 

Shanghai stock 
exchange provides 
access to small trades 
by public and risk 
management tools 
such as repurchase 
agreements. 

Government relaxes 
restrictions on overseas 
investment by PRC 
firms.  

Hong Kong, 
China 

Authorities promote 
retail bond market by 
increasing availability 
of bond pricing 

Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority launches the 
Central Money Markets Unit 
Bond Price Bulletin website 

Hong Kong Monetary Authority 
introduces measures to increase 
competition among dealers and 
shift to single price auctions 

Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority implements 
DvP link with Bank 
Negara Malaysia 

The Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing 
and the Shanghai Stock 
Exchange announce 
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Economy 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

information. to provide retail investors 
better access to bond prices 

agreement to enable a 
wider range of 
securities to be traded 
in both exchanges.  

Indonesia   The clearing and guarantee 
corporation expands role to 
include sovereign and 
corporate bond settlement 
through the stock 
exchange. 

Government implements major 
reforms, e.g., public listing and 
pricing of all bonds and 
clarification of accounting and 
eligibility rules for mutual funds. 
Government issues first sharia-
compliant treasury bonds 

The securities 
regulator issues rules 
on various aspects of 
REIT offerings. 

Indonesia Bond Pricing 
Agency starts providing 
reference pricing for 
corporate bonds and 
Islamic bonds. 

Republic of 
Korea 

  Government introduces 
new types of fixed income 
products (e.g., an inflation 
indexed bond) and 
lengthens maturity profile 
of government debt. 

New Consolidated Capital 
Market Act enacted.  

Capital Markets 
Consolidation Act is 
passed, streamlining 
financial regulations 
and liberalizing 
capital flows. 

Foreign investors 
exempted from 
withholding taxes on 
treasury bonds and 
monetary stabilizations 
bonds 

Malaysia Malaysian National 
Mortgage Corporation 
local currency debt 
issues are 
oversubscribed. Bond 
pricing agencies 
introduce guidance 
prices for secondary 
market trades. 

Bank Negara Malaysia 
allows foreign currency 
bonds to be issued in 
domestic market. Malaysia 
gives favorable tax 
treatment for REITs. 

New Consolidated Capital 
Market Act enacted. Bursa 
Malaysia signs agreement with 
Korea Exchange to install an 
electronic trading platform to 
improve price transparency. 

Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority and Bank 
Negara Malaysia 
implement clearing 
arrangement. 

Measures to liberalize 
foreign investment and 
open domestic capital 
markets announced; 
National Financial 
Guarantee Institution 
established to provide 
financial guarantees for 
issues of private debt 
and Islamic securities. 

Philippines Fixed Income Exchange 
launched to provide 
price discovery 
mechanism 

Government issues longer-
term bonds and increases 
proportion of local 
currency-denominated 
debt. Personal Equity and 
Retirement Accounts receive 
tax breaks. 

Five-year plan to develop capital 
markets announced. 

Securities and 
Exchange 
Commission 
introduces 
regulations 
governing OTC 
trading to improve 
disclosure and 
transparency. 

The Philippines Dealing 
System (an internet-
based order-taking 
system) is launched.  

Singapore Government launches 
SME Loan Scheme to 
facilitate asset 
securitization. 
 

Monetary Authority of 
Singapore launches trading 
platform for government 
securities to attract more 
global traders 

Monetary Authority of 
Singapore upgrades its RTGS to 
allow larger order volumes 

Monetary Authority 
of Singapore issues 
new guidelines for 
the REIT market. 

ASEAN and Plus 
Standards Scheme 
implemented. 

Thailand Securities and 
Exchange Commission 

Authorities issue tighter and 
more regular reporting 

Ministry of Finance authorizes
foreign governments and their 

Thailand passes a 
major amendment to 

Regulations on overseas 
investments in 
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Economy 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

tightens disclosure and 
ratings requirements. 
Government issues first 
securitized bond. 

requirements for issuers of 
corporate debt. 

financial institutions to issue 
THB bonds without obtaining 
permission. 

the Public Debt 
Management Act 
allowing the 
government to issue 
bonds when budget 
is in surplus for bond 
market development 
purposes. 

securities and derivative 
transactions relaxed. 

Viet Nam Ministry of Finance 
announces insurance 
industry reforms to 
mobilize more capital 
to the market. 

Government increases 
benchmark and transaction 
sizes of government 
securities. The largest bank 
issues 15-year bonds 
(beyond previous 10-year 
tenors in the market). 

Authorities allow firms with 
foreign equity to issue corporate 
bonds. State owned enterprises 
issue bonds to finance 
infrastructure investment. 

Ministry of Finance 
stops setting ceiling 
rates on its Treasury 
bonds allowing the 
market to determine 
rates. 

Listing and trading of 
dollar-denominated 
government bonds 
allowed; Financial 
Supervision Agency 
established. 

 
Economy 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Cambodia   

PRC Clearstream and 
Euroclear allow 
settlement and 
clearance of CNY‐
denominated securities 
issued outside of the	
PRC.	The Shandong Zhu 
Cheng SME Collective, 
a group of 8 SMEs, 
issued a medium‐term 
note with a guarantee 
from China Bond 
Insurance. 

Ministry of Finance allows 
local governments to issue 
bonds 

Government announces a pilot 
program for the issuance of 
private placement bonds by 
SMEs.	Government launches 
new program for asset-backed 
securitization in the banking 
sector.	The National Association 
of Financial Market Institutional 
Investors issues guidelines 
allowing non-financial 
corporations to issue asset 
backed securities. 

Ministry of Finance 
eliminates taxes on 
interest received 
from local 
government bonds.	
Government 
launches treasury 
bond futures trading. 

The China Insurance 
Regulatory Commission 
issues new regulations 
on allowable 
investments by 
insurance companies, 
including elimination of 
limits for fixed income 
investments. 

Hong Kong, 
China  

Hong Kong, China 
issues bonds backed by 
foreign reserves to 
provide benchmark for 
pricing of corporate 
debt. 

Agreement with PBOC 
eliminates restrictions on 
banks in Hong Kong, China 
in establishing yuan 
accounts, allowing more 
yuan‐denominated financial 
intermediation in Hong 
Kong, China. 

The Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority, Bank Negara 
Malaysia, and Euroclear Bank 
jointly announce a program 
allowing cross-border 
investment and settlement of 
local currency debt securities of 
each country on a DvP basis. 

Hong Kong, China
and Bank Negara 
Malaysia strengthen 
financial cooperation 
promoting 
internationalization 
of Islamic finance. 

Hong Kong, China
issues its first Islamic 
bond. 

Indonesia Parliament passes a 
revised law dropping 
double taxation on 
transactions in Islamic 

Finance Ministry issues 
Islamic Treasury Bills; House 
of Representative passes bill 
creating the Financial 

Bank of Indonesia and People's 
Bank of China sign an 
agreement allowing Bank of 
Indonesia to invest in the 

Bank of Indonesia's 
first foreign 
exchange swap 
auction is 

Bank of Indonesia 
issues new regulations 
for hedge swap 
transactions. INDOBeX, 
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Country 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
financial markets. Services Supervisory 

Authority, which will cover 
banks and capital markets. 

interbank bond market in China. oversubscribed. a benchmark bond 
reference index, is 
launched. 

Korea Financial Services 
Commission approves 
amendments to 
Derivatives Market 
Business Regulation to 
improve accessibility 
and facilitate trading of 
Korea Treasury Bonds 
futures 

Government re-imposes tax 
on foreign investors' local 
currency government bond 
holdings. Government 
launches the preliminary 
primary dealer system to 
enhance market making 
primary dealer system. 
Ministry of Strategy and 
Finance revises taxation of 
foreign currency bonds at 
same rate as local currency 
bonds. 

The Korea Financial Investment 
Association announces plans to 
launch a trading platform for 
bonds of SMEs. 

The Financial Services 
Commission 
introduces measures 
to invigorate the 
corporate bond 
market. 

The Financial Services 
Commission introduces 
a road map for the 
development of a 
derivatives market. 

Malaysia Bank Negara Malaysia 
further liberalizes 
foreign exchange rules 

The Securities Commission 
launches the Capital Market 
Masterplan 2, which 
includes strengthening of 
bond market infrastructure 
and expansion of 
participation. Amendments 

passed to the 1993 
Securities Act and 2007 
Capital Markets and 
Services Act . 

Bank Negara Malaysia issues 
new liberalization measures to 
increase liquidity, depth, and 
participation in domestic 
markets. 

The Securities 
Commission 
announces new 
capital regulations to 
encourage market 
innovation, promote 
market efficiency, 
and enable more 
informed business 
decisions. 

Bank Negara Malaysia 
and People's Bank of 
China enter into an 
agreement to establish 
renminbi clearing 
arrangements in 
Malaysia. 

Philippines Government issues the 
first offshore local 
currency bond from an 
Asia country; these 
bonds are exempt from 
Philippine tax on 
interest income. 

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
further liberalizes rules 
governing foreign exchange 
transaction 

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas 
tightens rules on hedging 
instruments to reduce 
speculation in the foreign 
exchange market. 

Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas releases new 
rules to further 
liberalize foreign 
exchange 
regulations, the sixth 
since 2007. 

Treasury issues circular 
on local currency 
government securities 
trading providing 
additional investment 
avenues for tax exempt 
institutions and 
individuals. 

Singapore Singapore Exchange 
launches initiatives to 
promote bond listing 
and trading, including 
streamlining the 
approval process 

The Finance Ministry allows 
trading of Singapore 
Government Securities on 
the Singapore Exchange, 
which gives access to retail 
investors and improves 
price transparency and 
liquidity. 

Monetary Authority of 
Singapore announces initiatives 
to improve efficiency and 
liquidity in the local currency 
corporate debt market, 
including improving 
transparency and more reliable 
mark-to-market prices. 

Monetary Authority 
of Singapore joins 
regulators in 
Malaysia and 
Thailand in the 
implementation of 
ASEAN disclosure 
standards where 

Singapore Exchange 
announced plans to 
launch a bond trading 
platform that will 
handle trading of Asian 
local currency bonds. 
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Country 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Singapore Exchange announces 
listing, trading, clearing, and 
settlement of renminbi-
denominated securities. 

issuers need to 
comply with one set 
of disclosure 
standards for 
prospectuses. 

Thailand Ministry of Finance 
relaxes capital outflow 
controls; Bank of 
Thailand relaxes 
regulations on foreign 
exchange transactions. 
Council of Ministers 
approves draft 
securities bill that 
allows demutualization 
of the Stock Exchange 
of Thailand, which 
would better connect 
the domestic financial 
markets with the global 
economy. 

Government imposes tax on 
bonds to slow foreign 
currency inflows and ease 
baht appreciation; Bank of 
Thailand relaxes foreign 
exchange regulations 

Bank of Thailand and Bank 
Negara Malaysia sign agreement 
on cross-border collateral 
arrangement. Ministry of 
Finance gives approval to seven 
foreign companies to sell local 
currency bonds. 

Ministry of Finance 
allows two foreign 
entities to issue local 
currency bonds. 

Securities and Exchange 
Commission announces 
2014–2016 strategic 
plans for development 
of capital market and 
plans to issue 
regulations that will 
enable overseas 
offerings of securities. 

Viet Nam Ministry of Finance 
reduces fees on 
corporate bond 
issuance. 

State Bank of Viet Nam uses 
market interest rates as 
basis for monetary policy. 
Ministry of Finance allows 
limited liability companies 
to issue corporate bonds in 
the domestic and 
international markets. 

Eight banks sign agreement to 
act as market makers in the local 
currency bond market. 

  Government liberalizes 
foreign currency rules 
for nationals and issues 
rules on securities 
lending. 

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the PRC, Japan, and the Republic of Korea; CNY = Chinese Yuan; CSD = central securities depository; DvP = delivery vs 
payment; MOU = memorandum of understanding; OTC = over-the-counter; PBOC = People's Bank of China; REIT = real estate investment trust; PRC = People’s Republic of China; 
RTGS = real time gross settlement; SME = small and medium-sized enterprise; THB =Thai Baht. 
Source: Various issues of Asia Bond Monitor (http://asianbondsonline.adb.org/regional/abm.php) 

http://asianbondsonline.adb.org/regional/abm.php


 

 

APPENDIX 3: ASIAN BOND MARKET INITIATIVE—ORGANIZATION AND 
FOCAL AREAS 
 
 

A. Organizational Framework 
 

1. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the 
Republic of Korea (ASEAN+3) finance ministers endorsed and launched the Asian Bond Market 
Initiative (ABMI) in 2003. Initially, there were six working groups, focusing on: (i) a new securitized debt 
instrument, (ii) credit guarantee and investment mechanisms, (iii) foreign exchange transactions and 
settlement issues, (iv) issuance of bonds denominated in local currency by multilateral development 
banks (MDBs), (v) rating systems and information dissemination on Asian bond markets, and (vi) 
technical assistance (TA) coordination. ABMI was reorganized in May 2005 into four working groups 
with an Ad Hoc Support Team for the Focal Group (ASTFG) and a Technical Assistance Coordination 
Team (Figure A3.1 and Table A3.1). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A3.1: Asian Bond Market Initiative Organizational Framework 2005 
 

ABMI Framework 

 
ABMI = Asian Bond Market Initiative, FG= Focal group, WG= Working group 
Source: W. Chung. 2007. Asian Bond Market Initiative of ASEAN+3 and ADB’s Contribution. Presentation for 
ADB. National Institute for Research Advancement, Tokyo. 1 June. 
http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E_woochull.pdf 
 

 

http://www.nira.or.jp/past/newsj/seisakuf/16/pdf/E_woochull.pdf
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Table A3.1: Mapping of 2003 Working Groups to 2005 Organization Structure 

At Inception As of May 2005 
Organizational Unit Chair Organizational Unit Chair 
WG1 New Securitized Debt 

Securities  
Thailand WG1 New Securitized Debt 

Instruments 
Thailand 

WG2 Credit Guarantee and 
Investment Mechanisms 

Korea 
Thailand 

WG2 Credit Guarantee and 
Investment Mechanisms 

Korea 
Thailand 

WG3 Foreign Exchange 
Transactions and 
Settlement Issues 

Malaysia WG3 Foreign Exchange Transactions 
and Settlement Issues 

Malaysia 

WG4 Issuance of Bonds 
Denominated in Local 
Currency by MDBs 

China WG4 Rating Systems Singapore 
Japan 

WG5 Rating Systems and 
Information 
Dissemination on Asian 
Bond Markets 

Singapore 
Japan 

ASTFG Ad Hoc Support Team for Focal 
Group 

ABMI Chair 

WG6 Technical Assistance 
Coordination 

Indonesia 
Philippines 
Malaysia 

TACT TA Coordination Team for Focal 
Group 

Indonesia 
Philippines 
Malaysia 

ABMI = Asian Bond Market Initiative, ASTFG = Ad Hoc support team for focal group, MDB = multilateral development bank, 
TACT = technical assistance coordination team, WG = working group. 
Source:  W. Chung. 2007. Asian Bond Market Initiative of ASEAN+3 and ADB’s Contribution. Presentation for ADB. Tokyo. 1 June. 
 
2. In announcing the 2008 ABMI roadmap, ASEAN+3 finance ministers recognized the progress 
made by countries in reform efforts, which contributed to the increase in the size of bond markets. 1 
Among the reforms mentioned were (i) unifying issuing authorities for government bonds, (ii) 
simplifying corporate bond issuance procedures for securitization, and (iii) removing barriers for bond 
issuance by domestic and foreign entities. The new roadmap emphasized voluntary efforts by member 
countries, which would go through a process of self-assessment against benchmarks they set. To 
implement the roadmap, ABMI underwent an organizational restructuring with the establishment of a 
steering group and four task forces (Figure A3.2), which would focus on the following areas: 

 
(i) Task Force 1: Promote issuance of local currency denominated bonds  

(a) Credit guarantee and investment mechanism 

(b) Promotion of medium-term note program 
(c) Debt instruments for infrastructure financing 
(d) Development of derivatives and swap markets 

(ii) Task Force 2: Facilitating the demand for local currency denominated bonds 
(a) Development of an investment environment for institutional investors 
(b) Development of repo markets 
(c) Enhancement of cross-border transactions (regulations on capital movements; 

taxation system for nonresidents) 
(d) Dissemination of ABMI efforts to institutional investors in ABMI countries 

(iii) Task Force 3: Improving regulatory framework 
(a) Strengthening the regulatory and supervisory framework 
(b) Facilitating collaboration among securities dealers associations 
(c) Promoting application of accounting and auditing standards broadly consistent 

with international standards 
(iv) Task Force 4: Improving related infrastructure for the bond markets 

(a) Facilitating discussion by private sector participants on desirable regional 
settlement systems 

                                                        
1 11th ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers Meeting. May 2008. ASEAN+3 New ABMI Roadmap. Madrid. 
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(b) Increasing liquidity of bond markets (developing and maintaining a benchmark 
yield curve) 

(c) Fostering credit culture (development of a credit risk database) 
 

 
 
3. The Technical Assistance Coordination Team was to provide technical assistance for the 
development of bond markets in individual member countries and reduce disparities to enable better 
cooperation among member countries. The working team would be established based on the need to 

Figure A3.2: Asian Bond Market Initiative Organizational Framework 2008 and 2012 

 
 

 
 
ABMI = Asian Bond Market Initiative, ASEAN+3= Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s 
Republic of China, Japan and Korea. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 
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carry out any specific assignments as determined by ASEAN+3 and consist of member countries 
interested in joining the team. 

 

4. In 2012, the ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers adopted the New Roadmap+, which would produce 

tangible and concrete outcomes with support from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Changes made 
to the organizational framework in 2012 are indicated in Figure A3.2. The New Roadmap+ was 
intended to reinvigorate the ABMI discussions, which were reaching their 10th anniversary. The New 
Roadmap+ identified nine priorities:  

 
(i) launching guarantee programs of Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF); 
(ii) developing infrastructure financing schemes (including the Lao–Thai pilot project); 
(iii) fostering an investment-friendly environment for institutional investors, and 

transmitting ABMI knowledge to them; 
(iv) enhancing the ASEAN+3 Bond Markets Forum activities (including the Common Bond 

Issuance Program); 
(v) facilitating establishment of the Regional Settlement Intermediary (RSI); 
(vi) further developing government bond markets;  
(vii) enhancing financial access to consumers and small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs); 
(viii) strengthening the foundation for a regional credit rating system; and 
(ix) raising financial awareness. 

 

B. Main Accomplishments of Asian Bond Market Initiative Task Forces 
 
5. The main accomplishment of Task Force 1 has been the establishment of the CGIF in 2010 with 
an initial capital of $700 million, with a main objective of supporting issuance of corporate bonds in 
ASEAN+3 by providing credit enhancement to allow eligible issuers to access local currency markets. 
Because of the conservative investment policy of institutional investors in the region, even those 
companies with investment grade ratings face difficulties in getting finance from bond issuance. ADB is 
the trustee of CGIF and holds in trust all CGIF funds in accordance with the CGIF Articles of Agreement. 
The CGIF governance and operational structure is independent of that of ADB. The Meeting of 
Contributors (MOC) is the highest decision-making organ of CGIF. 2 Six companies have so far used the 
CGIF to issue bonds. 
 
6. The main accomplishment of Task Force 2 is the establishment of the Asian Bonds Online 
website. The website, which was developed beginning in 2004 and is maintained by ADB, is a one-stop 
clearinghouse of information on sovereign and corporate bonds. It presents both regional and market-
specific information in a structured format, and describes government and private sector initiatives to 

enhance market depth and liquidity. The website includes the Asian Bond Monitor, which reviews 
recent developments in East Asian local currency markets, including outlook, risks, and policy options. 
The website also serves as a portal for disseminating information on ABMI initiatives, as well as bond 
market related research and publications from ADB and other organizations. 
 
7. Under Task Force 3, the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum (ABMF) was established in 2010 based 
on the recommendation of the report Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3. 3  ABMF is 
composed of bond market experts in the region and serves as a common platform to “foster 
standardization of market practices and harmonization of regulations relating to cross-border 
transactions in the region.”4 ABMF would enhance dialogue between the private sector and ASEAN+3. 

                                                        
2  Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility. 2014. CGIF Progress Report 2013. Manila. 
3  The report is an output of an ADB technical assistance and proposed a dual approach to harmonization building on the work 

done by ACMF. To move the recommended strategy forward, the report proposed the establishment of the ABMF. 
4  Background on ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum. (https://wpqr4.adb.org/asean3abmf ). 
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ABMF has two subforums: (i) sub-forum 1 works on harmonization of regulations and market practices 
and the production of a comprehensive bond market guide for each country, and (ii) sub-forum 2 is 
tasked with harmonizing and standardizing transaction procedures and bond-messaging formats to 
enhance straight-through processing and reduce the cost of cross-border deals. ABMF has produced 
several important reports. 
 

(i) The ASEAN+3 Bond Market Guide was published in 2012. Volume 1 of the guide 
provides comparative analysis on market infrastructures including legal and operational 
systems, regulations and market practices in 11 economies.71F

5  Volume 2 provides 
detailed information on bond transactions flows, including technical information on 
matching and settlement cycles. 

(ii) The Proposal on ASEAN+3 Multi-Currency Bond Issuance Framework (AMBIF) was 
published in 2014. The report is a collaborative effort between ABMF and the Office of 
Regional Economic Integration (OREI) of ADB. The report is intended to help obtain the 
consent of policy makers and regulatory bodies in participating markets, as well as 
create awareness and interest in the private sector. The report includes a description of 
the next phase of work of ABMF. 

(iii) The ASEAN+3 Information on Transaction Flows and Settlement Infrastructures was 
published in 2013. Part 1 of the report provides an overview of ASEAN+3 bond 

markets and their infrastructure. Part 2 describes bond market-related issues in 

individual economics. Part 3 contains diagrams of bond market infrastructures, 

domestic bond transaction flows, and cross-border transaction flows. The report 

contains policy recommendations and suggested next phase of work of ABMF. 
 

8. Under Task Force 4, the report of the Group of Experts on Cross-Border Transactions and 
Settlement Issues, constituted in 2008, was completed in 2013.72F

6 Part 1 of the report contains the result 
of the estimation of cross-border transaction costs in ASEAN+3. Part 2 discusses the results of the 
feasibility study of the RSI options and presents recommendations for next steps. Part 3 lists the major 
barriers to cross-border bond transactions and a set of recommendations to address them. The results 
of the work were an input to the decision made by ACMF to implement one of the RSI options in the 

ASEAN. As of the end of 2014, ABMI has not endorsed any of the RSI options. 

																																																								
5  People’s Republic of China; Hong Kong, China; Indonesia; Japan; Republic of Korea; Lao People’s Democratic Republic; 

Malaysia; Philippines; Singapore; Thailand; and Viet Nam. 
6  The report was drafted in 2010. 



 

 

APPENDIX 4: SUMMARY EVALUATION FINDINGS OF EACH TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE PROJECT 

 
 

A. TA 6127-REG: ASEAN+3 Regional Guarantee Mechanism 
 

1. Objective. The technical assistance (TA) project aimed to identify, assess, and compare 
guarantee mechanisms to support the development of domestic and regional bond markets in the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)+3 countries—particularly Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, and Thailand—and to identify the most effective mechanism to foster development in an 
ASEAN+3 bond market. 

 
2. Evaluation findings. The technical assistance completion report (TCR) rated the TA successful. 
The technical assistance performance evaluation report (TPER) rates the TA highly successful. 

 
3. Output. The interim output indicated that the bond guarantees provided by existing 
international and domestic entities were insufficient to support regional bond market development. 
The scope of work was expanded to include demand analysis and other investment instruments, such 
as equity and loans. The final output reviewed options for enhancing existing guarantee facilities, 
explored the possibility of establishing a new institution, and considered loan and equity investment to 
support corporate bond issuers. The TA output also included a demand analysis and business plans for 
various options. The study concluded that it would not be easy to create a commercially viable entity 
because of high capital requirements and low expected return on capital. 

 
4. Recommendations. The TA report recommended further discussion of six issues: (i) the business 
volume—demand for loan, equity investment, and bond guarantee products; (ii) level of capital to be 
provided; (iii) confirmation of product mix; (iv) concentration issues; (v) modality of the entity—a new 
independent multilateral development institution or its subsidiary, or an expansion of its existing 
facilities; and (vi) further investigation of implementation of the proposal and establishment of the 
mechanism. Based on the recommendations of the TA, the ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers endorsed a 
proposal to launch a phase 2 study on a regional credit guarantee mechanism. 

 
5. Outcomes. The TA achieved its objectives and helped narrow the options for a regional 
guarantee mechanism model. The TA advanced the discussion on a regional guarantee mechanism, laid 
the groundwork for a phase 2 study, and made an important contribution to the eventual 
establishment of the Credit Guarantee and Investment Facility (CGIF), which the TPER considers to be 
the outcome of the this TA as well as the follow-up TA discussed below. 

 
6. Relevance. This TPER rates the TA highly relevant. When the TA was requested, the Asian Bond 
Market Initiative (ABMI) viewed the bond guarantees as one of the building blocks in the development 
of bond markets by mitigating information asymmetries among market participants, especially in the 
context of cross-border issuance. The TA provided Working Group 2, which covered regional 
guarantees, with an assessment of existing mechanisms and the identification of a “best practice 
model.” 

 
7. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA highly effective. The interim report provided a critical input 
by concluding that the establishment of a new entity would be the needed to develop the bond 
market. Upon acceptance by Working Group 2 of the conclusion of the interim report, the TA was 
expanded and the final report provided Working Group 2 with five institutional options for a guarantee 
mechanism, leading to a decision by Working Group 2 to focus on three of the five options. The TA 
made an important contribution to the eventual establishment of the CGIF. 
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8. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA highly efficient. The $0.9 million cost of TA is relatively small 
considering the eventual decision to establish the CGIF (capitalized at $700 million with a guarantee 
capacity of $1.75 billion). While the actual cost was almost double the original budget, the additional 
cost helped improve TA output and contribute to decision making. The extension of original 
completion date resulted largely from the flexible design that enabled the TA to make changes based 
on feedback on the interim reports. The active participation of Working Group 2 strengthened 
ownership of the final products, which made the increased cost and lengthening of completion time 
worthwhile. 

 
9. Impact. This TA, along with the follow-up TA (Regional Guarantee and Investment Mechanism, 
Phase 2), is likely to impact development of bond markets and development in general, although the 
latter impact will depend on the ability of CGIF to structure its products to enhance development 
impact. 

 
10. Sustainability. This TPER rates the TA likely sustainable. CGIF’s operations to date, financial 
results, and governance arrangements indicate the sustainability of the regional guarantee mechanism 
envisioned by the TA.  

 

B. TA 6373-REG: ASEAN+3 Regional Guarantee and Investment Mechanism, 
Phase 2 
 

11. Objectives. After reviewing the output from the Regional Guarantee Mechanism TA, the 
Working Group 2 co-chairs narrowed the institutional options for CGIM to: (i) a new independent 
multilateral development institution, (ii) a multilateral development institution structured as a 
subsidiary or affiliate of the Asian Development Bank (ADB), or (iii) expansion of the existing ADB role in 
an official capacity.1 The objective of this TA was to help identify the best organizational option, and 
prepare a business model and plan for a credit guarantee and investment mechanism (CGIM). 
 
12. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA highly successful. The TPER also rates the TA highly 
successful. 
 
13. Outputs. The TA studied four options—the expansion of ADB’s role had two options (with and 
without a fund). The TA included an updated study on current and potential demand for the CGIM, 
including identification of the market gap for credit enhancement.  
 
14. Recommendations. The option recommended by the TA was the expansion of ADB’s role 
through a fund. The estimated capital requirement was $600 million to support coverage of $1.3 
billion during the first 5 years. The TA assumed a pilot project over a 5-year period. 
 
15. Outcomes. The CGIF was established by the ASEAN+3 countries on 12 November 2010 with a 
paid in capital of $700 million (Table A4.1) and a guarantee capacity of $1.75 billion. ADB is the Trustee 
of CGIF and in that capacity holds in trust and manages all CGIF funds and other property in 
accordance with the provisions of the Articles of Agreement. However, CGIF’s governance and 
operational structure are independent of ADB. CGIF has its own Board of Directors and has its own 
internationally recruited management and staff. 
 

 
 

  

                                                        
1 The Regional Guarantee Mechanism TA included two additional options: (i) consolidating bilateral efforts, and (ii) a private and 

public sector partnership. 
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Table A4.1: Capital Contributions to the Credit Guarantee and  
Investment Facility 

Contributor 

Contribution 

Amount ($) Percent Share 
  Brunei Darussalam 5.6 0.8% 
  Cambodia 0.1 0.0% 
  Indonesia 12.6 1.8% 
  Lao People's Democratic Republic 0.1 0.0% 
  Malaysia 12.6 1.8% 
  Myanmar, Republic of the Union of 0.1 0.0% 
  Philippines 12.6 1.8% 
  Singapore 12.6 1.8% 
  Thailand  12.6 1.8% 
  Viet Nam 1.1 0.2% 
ASEAN 70.0 10.0% 
People's Republic of China 200.0 28.6% 
Japan Bank of International Cooperation 200.0 28.6% 
Republic of Korea 100.0 14.3% 
Asian Development Bank 130.0 18.6% 
Total 700.0 100.0% 

ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations. 
Source: Asian Development Bank database. 

 
16. Relevance. This TPER rates the TA highly relevant. As noted above, ABMI viewed the bond 
guarantees as one of the building blocks in the development of bond markets by mitigating 
information asymmetries among market participants, especially in the context of cross-border issuance. 
The TA helped Working Group 2 make a decision among options for a new credit guarantee and 
investment mechanism recommended by the Regional Guarantee Mechanism TA, and to develop a 
preliminary business plan for the preferred option.  
 
17. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA highly effective. The first part of the TA provided Working 
Group 2 with an assessment of CGIM options based on criteria that Working Group 2 wanted the TA to 
include, as well as a recommendation regarding the best option. Upon acceptance of the TA 
recommendation, Working Group 2 instructed the TA team on the development of a business plan that 
took into account various scenarios, including expansion of the analysis to include all of the ASEAN+3 
(excluding Japan). Throughout the process, the TA was able to respond in a way that helped Working 
Group 2 arrive at a decision leading to the successful establishment of CGIF. 
 
18. The two TA projects addressing a regional guarantee mechanism were able to support the 
decision-making process in Working Group 2 by providing analytical and technical inputs leading to the 
establishment of CGIF in 2010. In the case of the first TA, the interim report provided a critical input by 
concluding that a new entity would need to be established in order to develop the bond market. 
Following acceptance of that conclusion by Working Group 2, the TA then provided the working group 
with five institutional options for a guarantee mechanism, leading to their decision to focus on three of 
the five options. The first portion of the follow-up phase 2 TA provided Working Group 2 with an 
assessment of the three options based on criteria that Working Group 2 requested that the TA to 
include, as well as a recommendation regarding the best option. Upon acceptance of that 
recommendation, the working group instructed the TA team on the development of a business plan 
that took into account various scenarios, including expansion of the analysis to include all of the 
ASEAN+3 (excluding Japan). The process helped Working Group 2 arrive at a decision. As noted, the 
effectiveness rating for these TA grants was based on the successful establishment of CGIF as the main 
outcome. The expected outcomes of the TA grants that are more appropriate for the ABMI initiative—
such as expansion of local currency markets, increased use of bond financing by corporations and small 
and medium-sized enterprises, increase in market participants, and broadening of investment 
channels—have yet to be achieved.  
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19. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA highly efficient. The $0.9 million cost of TA is relatively small 
considering the eventual decision to establish the CGIF. While the actual cost was almost double the 
original budget, the additional cost helped improve TA output and contribution to decision making. 
The extension of the original completion date resulted in large part from the flexible design that 
enabled the TA to make changes based on feedback on the interim reports. The active participation of 
Working Group 2 strengthened ownership of the final products, which made the increased cost and 
lengthening of completion time worthwhile. 
 
20. Impact. It is likely that the TA will have a significant development impact, although this will 
depend on the ability of CGIF to structure its products to enhance development impact. 
 
21. Sustainability. This TPER rates the TA likely sustainable. The operations to date, financial results, 
and governance arrangements of CGIF indicate the regional guarantee mechanism envisioned by the TA 
will be sustainable. 
 

C. TA 6161-REG: ASEAN+3 Regional Settlement Linkage 
 
22. Objective. The objective of the Regional Settlement Linkage TA was to assess the possibility of 
linking settlement systems in the region by examining the current status of bond settlement and 
identifying possible impediments to cross-border investment, including a payment system and a foreign 
exchange settlement system. The TA would include recommended options for linking systems and a 
possible implementation and preliminary business plan for the linkage. 
 
23. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA successful. The TPER also rates the TA successful. 
 
24. Outputs. The main TA output was a report that included (i) a review of existing linkages 
between settlement systems within and outside the region; (ii) identification of different types of cross-
border settlements available, including advantages and disadvantages of various options; (iii) analysis 
of risks involved in cross-border settlement; (iv) list of hurdles in establishing an effective regional 
settlement system; and (v) a description of recent developments in Europe in terms of links and 
mergers of national and international securities depositories. However, the report was unable to 
recommend options due to lack of consensus among members of the working group. As a result, the 
report included no implementation or business plan. 
 
25. Recommendations. The TA included systematic consultations with market participants—the TA 
team made presentations and secured feedback using discussions and questionnaires. The market 
feedback was incorporated into the report, which made the following recommendations: (i) improve 
transparency through the use of the Asian Bonds Online website for disseminating detailed information 
about the bond settlement systems in the region as an initial step; (ii) evaluate the way in which 
international standards are currently implemented in the region, and identify the steps necessary to 
achieve full compliance in the future; (iii) undertake a review of the regulatory impediments to 
regionalization; and (iv) initiate a study on risk reduction. Based on the recommendations, the working 
group covering regional clearing and settlement approved a phase two study. The TA 
recommendations were implemented over time. 
 
26. Outcomes. The TA can be considered to have made contributions to likely establishment of a 
regional clearing and settlement mechanism in the ASEAN countries. 
 
27. Relevance. This TPER rates the TA highly relevant. The TA was designed to build on previous 
work, including a study by ADB, which put forward several options for settlement linkages. The TA was 
to add value by updating the studies and recommending an options. A lack of consensus among 
Working Group 2 members resulted in the eventual output being an update of the previous studies, 
without a recommended option.  
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28. Effectiveness. This TPER rates this TA less than effective due to the lack of a recommendation 
on a model of settlement linkage as envisioned in the design. 
 
29. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA efficient. The cost of the TA about $295,000 was within the 
budget. There was a delay of about 2 years, but this was due to lack of consensus on the report 
findings. 
 
30. Impact. The regional clearing and settlement mechanism is likely to be implemented and have 
an impact on the development of bond markets. 
 
31. Sustainability. The expected outcomes of the TA are rated likely sustainable because the 
implementation of the regional clearing and settlement mechanism is being undertaken as part of the 
ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint.  
 

D. TA 6338-REG: Minimizing Foreign Exchange Settlement Risk 
 
32. Objective. The objective of the Minimizing Foreign Exchange Settlement Risk TA was to review 
the nature of foreign exchange settlement risks in cross-border transactions and develop 
recommendations on ways to minimize these. 
 
33. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA successful. This TPER also rates the TA successful. 
 
34. Outputs. The TA output was a report that (i) reviewed various foreign exchange settlement 
risks, (ii) set forth options on mechanisms and institutions for clearing and settlement of bonds, (iii) 
reviewed various models for a regional settlement intermediary, and (iv) presented recommendations. 
 
35. Recommendations. The TA report made the following policy recommendations: (i) increase the 
usage of the Continuous Linked Settlement system in the ASEAN+3 region by increasing the number of 
local eligible currencies, (ii) improve bankruptcy laws, and (iii) initiate opportunities to encourage 
private sector participation in a Regional Settlement Intermediary (RSI). Of the three recommendations, 
only the second showed progress in certain countries. The TA report also recommended as next steps 
the (i) establishment of a group of experts to discuss key issues regarding the RSI, (ii) organization of a 
regional conference on settlement, and (iii) examination of the business case for an RSI. All of the 
recommended next steps have been taken. The Group of Experts produced a three-part report: (i) an 
analysis of cross-border transactions costs in ASEAN+3; (ii) a study of RSI options with recommended 
next steps; and (iii) identification of major barriers to cross-border bond transactions and settlement, as 
well as a set of recommendations on how to address them. 
 
36. Outcomes. While a decision by ABMI on the choice of RSI option has not been made, the 
ASEAN Capital Market Forum (ACMF) opted for a variation of one of RSI options presented by the ABMI 
Group of Experts. The ACMF used the ABMI TA outputs and the Group of Experts reports on regional 
clearing and settlement as part of the inputs in its decision to connects national central securities 
depositories (CSDs) and real time gross settlement (RTGS) systems operated by central banks in a “CSD-
RTGS Linkage” model. The establishment of a regional clearing and settlement mechanism is expected 
to be achieved, at least in the ASEAN countries. 
 
37. Relevance. The TPER rates the TA highly relevant. This follow-up TA focused on one of the risks 
identified by the Regional Settlement Linkage TA. The TA design included specific recommendations on 
the formation of a group of experts, which institutionalized participation by the private and public 
sector participants and helped sustain efforts to provide the working group with inputs to help in the 
evaluation of various options. 
38. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA effective. The TA supported the decision-making process 
through the formation of the Group of Experts, which presented its report to Task Force 4 laying out 
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the various options for an RSI. In 2013, the ASEAN+3 finance ministers established the Cross-Border 
Settlement Infrastructure Forum to facilitate discussion of cross-border bond and cash settlement 
infrastructure in the region. In 2014, ASEAN made a decision on the model for clearing, settlement and 
depository linkage. It is likely that an ASEAN clearing and settlement mechanism will be put in place, 
though it is uncertain how the +3 countries will be linked. 
 
39. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA efficient when comparing the cost with its contribution to the 
formation of the Group of Experts and the eventual ASEAN decision on the linkage model. The 
extension of the completion date resulted from the addition of important activities, including support 
to the formation of the Group of Experts. 
 
40. Impact. The establishment of a regional clearing and settlement mechanism addresses one of 
the major impediments to cross-border bond transactions and is expected to contribute to the further 
development of regional bond markets. This currently appears to be an ASEAN—rather than 
ASEAN+3—initiative. Nonetheless, the regional clearing and settlement mechanism is likely to be 
implemented and have an impact on the development of bond markets. 
 
41. Sustainability. Because the implementation of the regional clearing and settlement mechanism 
is being undertaken as part of the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, the expected outcomes are 
rated likely sustainable.  
 

E. TA 6244-REG: ASEAN+3 Regional Multicurrency Bond 
 
42. Objectives. The main objective of the Regional Multicurrency Bond TA was to expand the bond 
market instruments by introducing the multicurrency bond (defined as a bond with two or more Asian 
currencies in one instrument). The TA had several components: (i) market assessment, (ii) diagnostic on 
contribution of multicurrency bonds to bond market development, (iii) identification of a feasible 
structure of a multicurrency bond, (iv) identification of impediments to issuance of and investment in 
multicurrency bonds, (v) a practical case study, and (vi) recommendations and a proposed road map. 
 
43. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA successful. The TPER rates the TA less than successful. 
 
44. Outputs. The TA produced a report that included all the components in the terms of reference. 
The report identified several impediments, including (i) technical (settlement and clearing system), (ii) 
market (e.g., liquidity), and (iii) regulatory (based on a review of various ASEAN+3 regulatory 
frameworks). A pilot case was added to the TA—the issuance by the Thai government of a dual 
currency bond targeting Japanese investors—but the pilot did not materialize due to unfavorable 
market conditions and timing. The TA report viewed the creation of Asian basket currency bonds as an 
intermediate or long-term goal, and the immediately feasible multicurrency bonds could be developed 
in stages: stage 1 would be dual currency bonds with Asian currencies, stage 2 would be asset-backed 
securities involving multiple Asian currencies, and stage 3 would be synthetic bonds made up of Asian 
currencies. Figure A4.1 gives the progression of multicurrency bond development and Table A4.2 gives 
the readiness of various Asian countries to issue the multicurrency bonds under the three stages.  
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Table A4.2: Readiness to Issue Different Types of Multicurrency Bonds 

Country 
Stage 1: Dual Currency 

Bonds 
Stage 2: Asset Backed 

Security Bonds 
Stage 3: Synthetic 
Currency Bonds 

People's Republic of 
China 

Not likely Not likely Not likely 

Indonesia Not likely Not likely Not likely 

Republic of Korea Possible Not likely Not likely 

Malaysia Possible if priority Not likely Not likely 
Philippines Not likely Not likely Not likely 

Singapore Possible Possible if priority Not likely 
Thailand Possible if priority Not likely Not likely 

Viet Nam Not likely Not likely Not likely 
Note: Collateral bond obligation structures in Korea were not in regional but in international currencies for which there is a swap 
market. 
Source:  Asian Development Bank. 2005. ASEAN+3 Regional Multicurrency Bond Study. Manila 

 
45. Recommendations. The TA recommended that over the next 18 months (from the date of the 
final report), regulators in each country should draw up a priority list of their own rules and practices 
for holding bonds, for cross-border transfers, and for hedging. These should be compared with the 
rules and practices of most liquid markets. There is no evidence that this was done for the main 
regulatory and policy reforms during 2006–2007. In addition, the report recommended that during the 
same 18-month period, governments should strive to issue at least two new multicurrency bonds 
within the region, and there is no evidence that this was achieved.  
 
46. Outcomes. Multicurrency bonds composed of ASEAN+3 currencies have not emerged as a 
major instrument in the regional bond markets. The approach undertaken by the proposed ASEAN 
Multicurrency Bond Issuance Framework was to focus on straight conventional, interest-bearing notes 
and bonds, and straight common Islamic fixed-income instruments in the home currencies of 
participating economies. 

 
 

47. Relevance. This TPER rates the TA relevant. Working Group 1 requested that the TA identify 
impediments to the issuance of multicurrency bonds and propose a bond structure for private sector 

Figure A4.1: Progression of Multicurrency Bond Development 
 

 
 

Source: Asian Development Bank. 2005. ASEAN+3 Regional Multicurrency Bond Study. December. Manila. 
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issuance that took into account the impediments. The TA built on preliminary work done by Working 
Group 1, which saw promise in the development of a multicurrency instrument. 
 
48. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA less than effective based on the lack of outcomes (issuance 
of multicurrency bonds denominated in ASEAN+3 currencies) although the expected output (a 
roadmap for policy makers) was achieved. The focus of current ABMI efforts is to support cross-border 
issuance of single currency bonds in the local currency of the host countries using an expedited 
regulatory process and standardization of disclosure documentation proposed in the proposed ASEAN 
Multicurrency Bond Issuance Framework. 2 
 
49. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA less than efficient due to the lack of results (i.e., 
implementation of recommendations and achievement of outcomes). 
 
50. Impact. Given the lack of results, it is unlikely that the TA will have development impact. 
 
51. Sustainability. This TPER rates the TA outcomes less than likely sustainable given the lack of 
progress in the development of a multicurrency bond. 
 

F. TA 6341-REG: ASEAN+3 Regional Basket Currency Bonds 
 
52. Objectives. The main objective of the TA was the development of regional basket currency 
bonds (RBCBs), which would increase the volume of cross-border bond issuance. 
 
53. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA successful. The TPER rated the TA less than successful. 
 
54. Outputs. The TA delivered a report that addressed the following issues related to the issuance 
of RBCBs: (i) identification of positive and negative aspects of RBCBs for different market participants 
and for the development of the bond market, (ii) identification of the potential for the development of 
RBCBs within ASEAN+3 and the major impediments to that development, (iii) identification of possible 
issuers and investors as well as the currencies that could make up the first RBCB issue in the region, (iv) 
assessment of the role of government and the private sector, and (v) recommendations to enable and 
encourage market development of RBCBs. 
 
55. Recommendations. The TA report recommended three different RBCB products: (i) an asset-
backed RBCB, (ii) local currency basket indexed bond, and (iii) public–private partnerships for project 
financing. The report also recommended further research to identify opportunities for RBCBs under 
three proposed product structures: (i) a special purpose vehicle, (ii) suitable supranational and 
multinational issuers, and (iii) candidate infrastructure projects. There is no evidence that the 
recommendations were implemented. 
 
56. Outcomes. There has not been an issuance of an RBCB. 
 
57. Relevance. The TPER rates the TA relevant. The road map recommended by the preceding 
Regional Multicurrency Bond TA indicated that a basket currency bond can be considered for a later 
phase with an initial focus on a dual currency instrument. 
 
58. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA less than effective. There has not been any follow-up work 
on RBCB and there was no RBCB issuance. This was due to the fact that RBCB was a complex 
instrument and its success was linked to the emergence of an Asian currency unit, which is a long-term 
proposition.  

                                                        
2  The report is an output from Harmonization of Bond Standards and Market Practices in ASEAN+3: Support for ASEAN+3 Bond 

Market Forum, Phase 2 (TA 8049-REG), which is not part of the cluster covered by this TPER. 
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59. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA less than efficient due to the lack of results. 
 
60. Impact. Given the lack of outcomes and the non-implementation of the recommendations, it is 
unlikely that the TA will have development impact. 
 
61. Sustainability. This TPER rates the TA outcomes less than likely sustainable given that the 
development of a RBCB is no longer in the ABMI agenda. 
 

G. TA 6514-REG: Harmonization of Bond Standards in ASEAN+3 
 
62. Objectives. The objective of the Harmonization of Bond Standards TA was to promote the 
development of domestic and regional bond markets by focusing on the following areas: (i) 
harmonizing standards in secondary bond markets, (ii) harmonizing standards for corporate bonds to 
facilitate cross-border issuance, (iii) strengthening self-regulatory organizations and/or establishing new 
ones to facilitate harmonization, and (iv) inform institutional investors of updates in the bond market. 
 
63. Evaluation findings. The TCR rated the TA successful. The TPER rates the TA highly successful. 
 
64. Outputs. The TA output was a report that covered (i) a strategy for integrating the fragmented 
bond markets in ASEAN+3; (ii) a partial harmonization approach through common standards and 
mutual recognition; (iii) an assessment of the regulatory regime, including the role of self-regulatory 
organizations; and (iv) a proposed organizational structure and agenda for an ASEAN+3 Bond Market 
Forum (ABMF).  
 
65. Recommendations. The TA report recommended (i) a strategy for developing a regional 
offshore private placement corporate bond market for professional investors, (ii) partial harmonization 
through common standards and mutual recognition, and (iii) defining a role for self-regulatory 
organizations and securities dealers associations. The report also recommended the establishment of 
the ABMF to further expand on the recommendations. The ABMF, which was endorsed by the 
ASEAN+3 finance ministers in 2010, was an important institution for ensuring wider participation in 
and ownership of standardization initiatives. 
 
66. Outcomes. The achievement of the intended outcomes of the TA—harmonized standards 
leading to increased cross-border issuance—will take time. However, the TA recommendation of 
establishing the ABMF has been implemented, and the ABMF has been moving the harmonization 
process forward with support from ADB, which acts as the secretariat. While encouraging, the efforts 
thus far have produced limited results—the ASEAN and Plus Standards Scheme, 3 initiated by ACMF 
before the TA was completed. Nonetheless, given the integration initiatives in ASEAN, it is likely that 
there will be harmonization of bond standards in ASEAN, which would contribute to increased cross-
border bond issues within the region. 
 
67. Relevance. This TPER rates the TA highly relevant. Harmonization of bond standards and 
practices was and continues to be a critical pillar of any strategy to develop regional bond markets. 
Harmonization would enable the development of a larger and more homogeneous market, rather than 
small, segmented markets. Bond market issuers and investors would benefit from expected lower 
transaction costs and from the expansion of investment opportunities. In retrospect, this should have 
been the primary focus of the TA. The harmonization TA design focused on two segments already 
active in domestic bond markets: (i) a secondary market for government bonds, and (ii) primary 

                                                        
3  The ASEAN and Plus Standards Scheme was developed by ACMF to facilitate cross-border offerings of securities within the 

ASEAN region. In 2009, the securities regulatory authorities in Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand announced the 
implementation of this scheme. The harmonization TA recommends expanding this ASEAN initiative to the +3 countries. 
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corporate bond market limited to professionals (private placements). The inclusion of the self-
regulatory organization component took into account the role of self-regulatory organizations in 
setting standards in a potential offshore market for the professional corporate bond market. The TA 
also helped establish and support the initial activities of the ABMF. The harmonization initiative was 
strategically highly relevant to developing the regional (cross-border) market, and so was the design. 
 
68. Effectiveness. This TPER rates the TA highly effective. The TA produced an approach to 
harmonization and the means to get there—the establishment of the ASEAN+3 Bond Market Forum. 
The ASEAN+3 finance ministers endorsed the establishment of the ABMF in May 2010 as a common 
platform to foster standardization of market practices and harmonization of regulations relating to 
cross-border transactions in the region. Since then, the ABMF has produced three important products: 
(i) ASEAN+3 Bond Market Guide, which helped improve market information; (ii) Proposal on ASEAN+3 
Multi-Currency Bond Issuance Framework; and (iii) ASEAN+3: Information on Transaction Flows and 
Settlement Infrastructure. These outputs support important building blocks towards harmonization, 
which is likely to occur given the initiative in the ASEAN towards capital market integration. 
 
69. Efficiency. This TPER rates the TA highly efficient. The TA cost $950,000 and was completed 
within budget despite the expansion of its scope. The TA produced the best articulation of a regional 
bond development strategy to date, and would provide a sound basis for future actions. In addition, 
the TA was instrumental in the establishment of the ABMF and provided the initial support to its initial 
activities, including matters relating to organizational issues and agenda setting. During a relatively 
short period of time, the ABMF has produced outputs supporting the work of the ABMI task forces. 
These intermediate outcomes more than justify the cost. 
 
70. Impact. The TA is likely to have an impact on the development of bond markets. One of its 
recommendations—single submission form—is already being accepted in six markets. The ABMF has 
proven to be an effective platform for engaging market participants on harmonization issues.  
 
71. Sustainability. The outcomes are rated likely sustainable in the context of the ASEAN, given the 
move towards financial integration under the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint. The first pilot 
issue under the ASEAN+3 Multi-Currency Bond Issuance Framework was, in fact, made by a Japanese 
bank in Thai Baht on 28 September 2015. 
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Table A4.3: Performance Ratings for the Individual Technical Assistance Projects 
TA 
Number TA Name 

Rating Scores Overall 
Rating Relevance Effectiveness  Efficiency Sustainability Overall 

6127 ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee Mechanism 

3 3 3 2 2.75 Highly 
successful 

6373 ASEAN+3 Regional 
Guarantee and 
Investment Mechanism 
(phase 2) 

3 3 3 2 2.75 Highly 
successful 

6161 ASEAN+3 Regional 
Settlement Linkage 

3 1 2 2 2.00 Successful 

6338 Minimizing Foreign 
Exchange Settlement 
Risk in ASEAN+3 
Region 
(followed from 
recommendations of 
RETA 6161) 

3 2 2 2 2.25 Successful 

6244 ASEAN+3 Regional 
Multicurrency Bond 

2 1 1 1 1.25 Less than 
successful 

6341 ASEAN+3 Regional 
Basket Currency Bonds 
(follow up to RETA 
6244) 

2 1 1 1 1.25 Less than 
successful 

6514 Harmonization of Bond 
Standards in ASEAN+3 

3 3 3 2 2.75 Successful 

 All TA Projects Together 
(Overall Rating) 

2.7 2.0 2.1 1.7 2.13 Successful 

ASEAN+3 = Association of Southeast Asian Nations plus the People’s Republic of China, Japan, and the Republic of Korea, RETA= 
regional technical assistance, TA = technical assistance, TPER = technical assistance performance report. 
Notes:  Relevance: highly relevant (3); relevant (2); less than relevant (1); irrelevant (0) 

Effectiveness: highly effective (3); effective (2); less than effective (1); ineffective (0) 
Efficiency: highly efficient (3); efficient (2); less than efficient (1); and inefficient (0) 
Sustainability: most likely (3); likely (2); less than likely (1); unlikely (0) 
Overall Rating: highly successful (≥2.7); successful (≥1.6 and <2.7); less than successful (≥0.8 and <1.6); unsuccessful 
(<0.8). 

Source: Asian Development Bank Independent Evaluation Department. 
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